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"It's time to stop the dominance of the number-crunchers, living in their perfect, predictable,
financially-projected world (who fail, time and again), and give the reins to the 'product
guys'...those with vision and passion for the customers and their product or service."When Bob
Lutz got into the auto business in the early 1960s, CEOs knew that if you captured the public's
imagination with innovative car design and top quality craftsmanship, the money would follow.
The "car guys" held sway, and GM dominated with bold, creative leadership and iconic brands
like Cadillac, Buick, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, GMC, and Chevrolet.But then GM's leadership began
to put their faith in numbers and spreadsheets. Determined to eliminate the "waste" and
"personality worship" of the bygone creative leaders, and maximize profitability, management
got too smart for its own good. With the bean counters firmly in charge, carmakers, and much of
American industry, lost their single-minded focus on product excellence and their competitive
advantage. Decline soon followed.In 2001, General Motors hired Lutz out of retirement with a
mandate to save the company by making great cars again. As vice chairman, he launched a war
against the penny-pinching number-crunchers who ran the company by the bottom line, and
reinstated a focus on creativity, design, and cars and trucks that would satisfy GM
customers.After emerging from bankruptcy in 2009, GM is finally back on track thanks in part to
its embrace of Lutz's philosophy, with acclaimed new models like the Chevrolet Volt, Cadillac
CTS, Chevrolet Equinox, and Buick LaCrosse.Lutz's common-sense lessons, combined with a
generous helping of fascinating anecdotes, will inspire readers in any industry. As he writes:"It
applies in any business. Shoe makers should be run by shoe guys, and software firms by
software guys, and supermarkets by supermarket guys. With the advice and support of their
bean counters, absolutely, but with the final word going to those who live and breathe the
customer experience. Passion and drive for excellence will win over the computer-like,
dispassionate, analysis- driven philosophy every time."

“This book should be required reading for every young person who seeks a business degree.
That applies equally to the current management of GM.”—David E. Davis, Jr., former editor and
publisher of Car and Driver“This is exactly what you’d expect from Bob Lutz: no holds barred, no
punches pulled, and no stone left unturned. It’s a true insider’s perspective and a great read.”—
Stephen J. Girsky, vice chairman of General Motors“Car Guys vs. Bean Counters is the best
book written by an auto industry insider since Iacocca in 1984, and deserves to be shelved
alongside Alfred P. Sloan’s management classic, My Years with General Motors.”—FortuneAbout
the AuthorBOB LUTZ held senior leadership positions at Gm, ford, Chrysler, and BMW over the
course of an unparalleled forty-seven-year career, culminating in his vice chairmanship of
General motors from 2001 to 2010. He is the bestselling author of Guts: 8 Laws of Business from



One of the Most Innovative Business Leaders of Our Time.
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first monthly quality meeting.Ford’s quality was about average for Europe at the time, but we
were having a major problem with our UK-built four-cylinder engines: camshafts (an essential
part that controls the valves) were wearing out at a totally unacceptable rate. Some camshafts
failed after as little as 10,000 miles, few lasted more than 15,000 miles, and the bulk of the
repeat failures occurred soon after the expiration of the then-prevalent 12,000-mile warranty.I
asked what we were going to do to achieve industry-standard durability on camshafts.
Manufacturing and Engineering had a number of solutions, all requiring some increase in parts
cost and a nominal investment in equipment. I authorized these on the spot, and emphasized
the need for speed in incorporating the changes.End of story? Not quite! The finance guys piped
up and informed me that I had, by my hasty decision, just blown a roughly $50 million hole in the
profit forecast. It seems that was the amount of profit the Parts and Service organization was
reaping by shipping an endless stream of shoddy, soft camshafts to hundreds of thousands of
customers who “had no other choice . . . they’ve got to buy them.” Yes, they had no choice . . .
until their next vehicle purchase.I ultimately prevailed, but I paid for it the rest of my time at Ford,
gaining the reputation as “a good product guy, but he’s not bottom-line focused, not a sound
businessman.” This philosophy of treating the customer as a hapless victim to be exploited was
endemic in American corporations, and it cost us dearly. I contend that I wasn’t the lousy
businessman. The MBA bean counters who were perfectly willing to sacrifice goodwill and
reputation for a lousy $50 million in ill-gotten profit were the villains. And eventually the chickens
came home to roost.This book is about what happened to America’s competitiveness, and why.
Most of the examples and observations are from the automobile sector, for the simple reason
that that’s what I know best, and I was a participant in the decades-long decline of General
Motors. But the creeping malignancy that transformed the once all-powerful, world-dominating
American economy from one that produced and exported to one that trades and imports is now
common to all or most sectors.It really boils down to a matter of focus, priorities, and business
philosophy. Leaders who are predominantly motivated by financial reward, who bake that reward
into the business plan and then manipulate all other variables to “hit that number,” will usually not
hit the number, or, if they do, then only once. But the enterprise that is focused on excellence
and on providing superior value will see revenue materialize and grow, and will be rewarded with
good profit. Is profit an integral part of the business equation and a God-given right, no matter
how compromised the product or service? Or is the financial result an unpredictable reward,
bestowed upon the business by satisfied customers?To some restaurant owners, people
booking reservations weeks in advance is a sign that “we did something wrong.” Perhaps the
food is too good . . . best to back off a bit on the quality of the meat and produce. Ease off on the
butter! We’ll reduce cost, improve margins! And the customers, presumably, will keep coming,
right?But to other owners, the excess demand is a sign of success, of the formula working, of
customers appreciating the value of their efforts. In this case, profit can be increased by
selective higher pricing to keep the waiting times reasonable while gaining a premium
reputation. Want to guess which restaurant will be in business longer, and be more successful?



There is a GM car, produced worldwide, which is hugely successful wherever it is produced and
sold. It has great styling, is larger than its direct competitors, and generally exceeds customer
expectations. It is profitable in a vehicle category in which that status is rarely achieved. A cause
for celebration, of joy at having found the winning formula? Yes, but there are factions who
complain that “we overachieved”; the car is “better and richer than it needs to be,” so let’s
“correct back to the center line with the next model.” Listening to those voices would put GM
back on the downward slope. The drive to reduce cost, skimp a bit on service, ruthlessly pursue
quarterly earnings targets no matter what the negative consequences has hurt American
business from automobiles to appliances, as well as the service industries.My premise is that
the trend is reversible. We don’t have to be a nation of importers, bond traders, and venture
capitalists who have no interest in the long-term viability of the company as long as they have a
surefire, timely exit strategy.As an industrial power, the United States has a historic window.
Exchange rates are in our favor, labor rates are, by most standards, competitive. We still have
ingenuity, initiative, and a deep well of technological innovation.It’s time to stop the dominance of
the number crunchers, living in their perfect, predictable, financially projected world (who fail,
time and again), and give the reins to the “product guys” (of either gender), those with vision and
passion for the customers and their product or service.It applies in any business. Shoemakers
should be run by shoe guys, and software firms by software guys, and supermarkets by
supermarket guys. With the advice and support of their bean counters, absolutely, but with the
final word going to those who live and breathe the customer experience. Passion and drive for
excellence will win over the computer-like, dispassionate, analysis-driven philosophy every
time.1The BeginningA CHAUFFEUR-DRIVEN CADILLAC GLIDED SILENTLY TO THE CURB IN
front of the Ann Arbor office of Exide Technologies, the world’s largest producer of lead-acid
batteries. I was CEO and had a good view of the front from my office with its cigar-friendly sliding
glass door.The chauffeur opened the passenger-side door, and a very tall man unfolded his six-
foot-six-inch frame and walked toward the main entrance. Morning sun silhouetted his broad
shoulders, and inside my office, we were ready for him: coffee brewed, muffins arrayed, orange
juice poured.This was important company, for the tall stranger was none other than former Duke
University basketball player G. Richard (Rick) Wagoner, then president and CEO of General
Motors. The scene of his arrival at my modest office complex is forever etched in my memory, for
it marked the end of a long, convoluted rapprochement that had developed in fits and starts. It
also signaled the beginning of a presumed three-year relationship with GM that was to last
almost nine years and would prove to be both the most rewarding as well as the most frustrating
epoch in my career.I was, at this juncture in 2001, nearing seventy. After retiring at sixty-six as
vice chairman of Chrysler in 1998, I’d written my book Guts, and was serving as CEO of troubled
Exide Technologies. (Talk about troubled: my predecessor CEO, his president, and the CFO had
been indicted, tried, convicted, and sentenced to hard time in federal penitentiaries for
committing a veritable Chinese restaurant menu of state, local, and federal felonies. Trying to
raise much-needed new capital or find new customers for a company this tarnished was near



impossible. And all this took place before the larger, more publicized Enron scandal. I longed for
the ethics and order I knew to be the hallmarks of all the Big Three Detroit OEMs. But, I digress;
my Exide time would fill another book.) During those 1998–2000 post-Chrysler years, I
encountered a curious phenomenon: journalists, analysts, and supplier executives would, at
random intervals, contact me with basically the same question: “What’s wrong with GM? Why
can’t they get it right? What would you do?”This sentiment intensified to the point where the late
Heinz Prechter, an influential Detroit resident and founder of American Sunroof Corporation
(later just ASC), started hatching a coup: he would assemble a complete senior management
team (essentially him, me, and Steve Miller, America’s emergency-CEO for companies in
Chapter 11), raise capital, buy GM shares, and then talk the GM board into cleaning out the
existing top management. It was a grand scheme, and it consumed several afternoons and
evenings at Prechter’s estate on Grosse Ile. Prechter, in a manic phase of the bipolar disorder
that would ultimately claim his life through suicide, rubbed his hands with glee over what he
called “the big one.” Sadly, or perhaps luckily, it came to naught.And there were others. J. T.
Battenberg, then CEO of Delphi, the parts and components spin-off from GM (and an Exide
competitor in batteries), called me at work one day. His proposal: he would exert backdoor
influence to have me elected CEO of GM because, despite his loyalty to the company (he was,
prior to the spin-off, one of GM’s most senior automotive executives), he was worried about the
company’s course, leadership style, and, above all, design direction. His fears were more than
pure altruism: GM was Delphi’s largest customer, by far. Lower GM sales would translate
immediately into lower revenue for Delphi. I declined to make myself available.In 2000, John
Devine, GM’s newly hired chief financial officer, invited me to dinner. Over a late supper in a dark
booth in the restaurant at the Dearborn Ritz-Carlton, John outlined his plan: sensing disarray in
GM’s management structure and passenger-car creation, he wanted me to join the company as
vice chairman for product development.“Sounds good to me, John,” I replied.“What does Rick
think about it?” Ah, there was the rub! John hadn’t discussed it with Rick yet, and this would
have to await the right mood and moment. I wasn’t expecting anything, and thus was neither
surprised nor disappointed when that’s exactly what I got.Then, a few months later and quite out
of the blue, I ran into François Castaing, formerly my chief of product development at Chrysler,
now retired. A reformed Frenchman, Castaing had become a U.S. citizen but still spoke with a
heavy accent. His reputation as a brilliant, fast-moving, troop-motivating leader was firmly
established in the industry. His years of running Renault’s Formula One racing team had honed
his focus on speed and precision. A large measure of Chrysler’s huge success in the 1990s can
be ascribed to him.What François wanted to convey to me was this: he had been asked to work
for GM in a consulting capacity, to assess the product program and methods, and to provide
ideas for improvement. He had seen all the future products, he told me. Naturally, I asked what
he thought.“C’est une catastrophe!” was his verdict. “If you think the Pontiac Aztek was bad, you
don’t want to see what’s next. The stuff is awful! I can’t change it; I declined the offer.” Just what I
wanted to hear to raise my level of enthusiasm for an offer which might or might not even come!



One or two more dinners with John Devine ensued at which he reaffirmed his desire to have me
join GM, while adding that “Rick wasn’t quite there yet.” I began to discount the thought of ever
working for GM . . . it sounded too much like John had changed his mind but hadn’t gotten
around to telling me.Then came the dinner of the Harvard Business School Club, held at
Oakland Hills Country Club in the summer of 2001. I was their guest speaker and honoree.
Wagoner, a Harvard Business School graduate and officer of the club, gave the introduction.
Rick, always witty, delivered the introduction in a mildly irreverent way, almost as a “roast,” to
which I responded by suggesting that any automotive CEO who bore even distant responsibility
for the Aztek should perhaps be measured in his criticisms.It was meant in jest, but it clearly
stung. Speech done and trophy in hand, I shared a table with Rick.“So, Bob, what’s your candid
opinion of where GM stands in terms of product, and what should we do?”“How much time do
you have,” I replied,“and where do you want me to begin?”The floodgates were open. Ignoring
normal table etiquette and the others around us, Rick asked, and I replied to, countless
questions. When the club was shutting down for the night, Rick asked if we could meet again to
“continue this interesting conversation.”Thus, a few weeks later, the aforementioned modest
breakfast at Exide headquarters took place. I had no conference table in the sparsely furnished
office, so I sat behind my desk with Rick seated opposite me and leaning slightly forward. He
soon allowed that he had come to the conclusion that GM could, in fact, use the services of a
natural, intuitive, experienced car guy.“Who do you know,” Rick asked, “who is just like you,
similar background, similar ability, but fifty years old?” A good, logical question, but I was
stumped.“He’s probably out there somewhere,” I responded, “but if he is, I sure haven’t heard of
him.” Thoughtful pause on Rick’s part.“I see. Would you be willing to enter into a consulting
arrangement with GM?”I countered that with a resounding no, explaining that I’d have the
frustration, the knowledge, the desire to do something, but no power to actually get it done.
Besides, I would have the whole organization mobilized against me to “neutralize” the threat to
the status quo.This resulted in a long and somewhat painful silence, broken finally by Rick
asking, in a painfully halting way, “I don’t suppose . . . you know, at your age and all . . . that you’d
be . . . willing to consider, conceivably . . . actually coming back to work at GM full time for a few
years?” There—it was out! Title, compensation, and responsibilities were quickly sketched out,
but would have to be blessed by the board.I told Rick my value to the company would come in
three distinct phases:Phase One. Exert my influence to improve products already in the pipeline
and use my communications skills and reputation with the media to have them seen in the best
possible light.Phase Two. Lead the creation of the future portfolio: cars and trucks of
unsurpassed design excellence and characteristics. Cars and trucks so good, so desirable, that
customers would pay full price and wait for delivery if necessary.Phase Three. Permanently
change the culture of the company, especially around design, planning, and engineering, in
such a way that mediocrity (or the dreaded adjective “lackluster,” so frequently applied to new
GM cars) would be permanently banished.How these three phases were accomplished over
almost nine years instead of the originally envisaged three years is what the rest of this book is



about.2An Unstoppable ForceTO FULLY APPRECIATE WHAT I WAS ABOUT TO WALK INTO,
WE MUST FIRST understand the situation GM was in, and how it got there. So, a brief history
lesson is in order. I won’t delve into the detail that is readily available elsewhere—including at
GM itself. In fact, ex-CEO Jack Smith used to teach an in-house course on “GM History” to
young employees. While the intentions were no doubt noble, and the material no doubt
fascinating, the whole idea was indicative of the culture of corporate infallibility and self-worship
being fostered on the premises.The GM we know today began to take shape in 1920, when
Alfred P. Sloan took the wheel of the conglomeration of car companies collected in 1908 by Billy
Durant and christened “General Motors.”Sloan brought order and managerial discipline to what
Durant had cobbled together and established a visionary method for running what was even
then a huge corporation. He believed in some centralized control, especially in the
establishment of budgets, allocation of capital, and selection of key management. But he also
displayed uncanny instincts for controls that were simultaneously “loose” and “tight.”“Tight”
control was maintained on the overall vision for the company, and especially its brands. “A car for
every purse and purpose” was a famous phrase attributed to Sloan. The brands were to form a
hierarchy from the lowest price, with Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, and Oldsmobile serving as
increasingly expensive, increasingly premium stepping-stones to the “Standard of the World,”
Cadillac, and its junior cousin, LaSalle.The “looser” control manifested itself in the broad
autonomy granted the divisions in what kinds of vehicles they produced and how they chose to
market them. Sloan also displayed his visionary skill in recognizing the importance of automotive
design, hiring the legendary and flamboyant designer Harley Earl and establishing the first “Art
and Color” department, which was to assure that all of the products of the corporation would be
as well proportioned and stunningly beautiful as the custom bodies Harley Earl created before
his arrival at GM.Recognizing early on the international potential of automotives, Sloan
expanded the company through exports (Buick being especially successful with the Chinese
moneyed class, paving the way for Buick’s astounding success in that country in the most recent
period), as well as through acquisitions. By 1931, GM had acquired Vauxhall in the United
Kingdom, Adam Opel AG in Germany, and Holden in Australia.The 1930s saw generation after
generation of increasingly beautiful, well-crafted GM cars, all distinctive in appearance and
performance while sharing common body engineering and construction through GM’s body
works, the Fisher Body division. This was an early example of the successful application of
“economies of scale,” achieved while maintaining the all-important separate character and role
of each GM division.While the 1930s were a struggle, the advent of World War II in 1941 brought
a sudden halt to automobile production as U.S. industry as a whole turned to defense
production, with GM at the forefront in the production of military vehicles—both amphibious and
land—diesel engines, and even aircraft. It was a period when production skills, which GM
already had in spades, mattered, and the only customer was the U.S. war machine.In 1945, the
atomic bomb ended World War II with an exclamation point, and the corporation returned rapidly
to civilian production. The nation had been without a single new car since late 1941—the pent-



up demand was huge; tooling of the 1942 models was dusted off, minor design changes were
introduced to identify the cars as the “all-new, postwar cars,” and the race for dominance in the
U.S. car market was on.GM’s design and engineering prowess was all-conquering. While other
Detroit companies gradually fell by the wayside or merged (Packard, Nash, and Hudson had all
disappeared by the 1960s) and while the other “Big Two,” Ford and Chrysler, produced some
highly notable successes, there was simply no overcoming the sheer brilliance of the cars
produced by GM. They were brash, exciting, chrome-laden, at times startling, as when Cadillac
first introduced tail fins—inspired by the Lockheed P—38 Lightning fighter aircraft—on its 1948
models. All the GM vehicles of this era had beautiful proportions and simply radiated excellence.
GM was the first, in the early 1940s, to introduce the fully automatic transmission, the Hydra-
Matic, which Ford was forced to buy while Chrysler struggled with a less capable and less
sophisticated semiautomatic unit.Flaunting its sure grip on America’s tastes, GM paraded new
models and concept cars around the country in “Motoramas,” live shows featuring music, talent,
lights, motion, and chrome to rival any Hollywood production. By now, the Harley Earl baton had
been passed to the even more talented (and flamboyant) Bill Mitchell, who, through talent,
personality, and astonishing displays of expensive personal haberdashery, became the
incarnation of the automotive designer: cocky, confident, disdainful of “marketing,” resisting the
constraints of “finance,” scheming to overcome the dictates of the engineers. Mitchell and his
team became the force that ran GM in the late 1950s through the ’60s. Talented young designers
sought jobs at GM Styling, because that’s where the great stuff happened!Audacious, seemingly
impossible dreams made it through to production under Mitchell, from the monstrous lateral fins
on the 1959 Chevrolet to the aerodynamically useless vertical fins on the 1961 Cadillac. Was
everything in the best of taste, or with actual customer utility in mind? Of course not. Like
Mitchell himself, who had a lovably insolent and profane side to him, his operations at times
were greeted by headshaking among the country’s intellectual elite. But it didn’t matter: the
public adored what GM produced and demanded more of the same.GM launched ever more
desirable products, like the legendary Pontiac GTO, the Oldsmobile 442, the Buick Riviera, a
plethora of Cadillacs, and the sensational “tri-5” (1955, ’56, ’57) Chevrolets, the first of the brand
with a V8, which sold in record volumes, and have now achieved high-value collectible status.
Engines steadily became larger and more powerful. GM was usually triumphant in the
horsepower race, and the fact that these ultra heavy, overly powerful land yachts got only nine or
ten miles per gallon was of little concern with fuel prices at twenty-five cents per gallon—roughly,
as today, one-fourth what the rest of the world was paying. (Is it any wonder that the Europeans,
and later the Japanese, focused predominantly on smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles when
customers in their home markets were paying four times as much for fuel?) GM’s overseas
business was booming, too, as company resources were poured into Opel and Vauxhall in
Europe, and Holden in Australia.But the real GM domination took place here in the United
States. One out of every two vehicles sold was produced by a GM division. GM’s flashy designs,
and equally flashy designers, became an intrinsic part of the American culture of consumption,



newness, and “keeping up with the Joneses.” Whether it was the economy, the customers, the
dealers, or the suppliers, everyone benefited from GM’s success. Sure, some voiced concern
and resentment, and best-selling books, like Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers and John
Keats’s The Insolent Chariots, reflected a small but growing nucleus of concern over whether all
this arrogant opulence and the ever-shorter fashion cycle were really of benefit to society. But
these books were written by intellectual elitists . . . so who cared what they said?One incident
that caused GM lasting harm was a 1965 book by a young lawyer and consumer advocate by
the name of Ralph Nader. Unsafe at Any Speed accused the Corvair, different from other
American cars with its rear-engine design, of being inherently unstable and accident-prone.
Nader’s work gained huge notoriety and effectively shut down Corvair sales in the
mid-1960s.Unaccustomed to being dented by a lone ideologue, GM hired investigators to delve
into Nader’s personal life, seeking any salacious information that would silence him. But news of
the investigation leaked and caused a public outcry. In an effort at damage control, GM chairman
Jim Roche (not the most charismatic of figures, even on a good day) delivered an abject apology
to Nader. It was an epic low point in the company’s history; GM, for perhaps the first time, was
cast in the role of villain. This occurrence also lent credibility to the nascent “safety advocacy”
movement, costing GM more of the American public’s trust than the company realized at the
time.But it mattered not. GM still had 50 percent market share. In 1965 French national TV
produced a one-hour special on the globe-spanning power of GM. They titled it “GM, Le Budget
de la France” (“The budget of France”)—at the time, GM’s sales revenue exceeded the budget of
the French Republic.The unstoppable GM machine roared on, despite some increasingly
strident criticism. As the 1970s approached, GM’s top leadership spoke of the “60–60–60” plan,
meaning that GM would have 60 percent market share and GM stock would rise to $60 per
share, all by the time the core senior leadership turned sixty.It was not to happen.3The
Beginning of the EndIT’S HARD TO SAY EXACTLY WHEN, WHY, AND WHERE THINGS FIRST
WENT wrong. The company changed, as did the climate in which it operated. Certainly
government played a role, as did the media. Foreign competitors, a “fringe” at first, began
growing at the base of the mighty GM oak, with companies like BMW, Jaguar, and Mercedes
providing affluent American customers more prestige than the Cadillac, the erstwhile pinnacle of
automotive achievement.But, as a former employee (in the 1960s) and observer of the scene at
the time, I often refer to one of the key factors using the movie title The Empire Strikes Back. At
some point in the early to mid-1970s, power shifted within GM, both in terms of organization and
in terms of geography. To understand how and why, we need a little more history.In the heady
days of the 1950s and ’60s, the epicenter of power was in Warren, Michigan, in the GM Tech
Center. This is where Design, Engineering, and Advanced Research were situated. This is
where ideas were floated, radical designs were created, decisions to produce were made.
Finance and the all-powerful “Treasurer’s Office” (referred to as the “T.O.” within GM) were not
located in the Tech Center, nor even in the venerable GM Building in Detroit. Far from the real
action, Finance and T.O. were in New York, America’s financial capital. GM’s chairmen were



almost always alumni of the T.O.; they ran the finances and steered the (compliant) board of
directors. But the president and chief operating officer were always selected from the “hardware”
end, usually from Engineering. It would not be an exaggeration to say that the power to run the
car business resided principally with the president, with the hierarchically senior chairman
responding to the initiatives of the doers as well as counting and reallocating the vast sums of
money that GM’s successful product programs generated.And then there was Design, first
under Harley Earl, later under Bill Mitchell. These men were celebrities, as were their talented
subordinates. Earl had the ear of Alfred P. Sloan, routinely calling him to plead the reversal of
decisions deemed not in Styling’s best interest. Mitchell, Earl’s successor, further expanded the
influence and power of GM Styling (now called “Design”). Whether it involved cars, trucks, office
décor, building architecture, or corporate aircraft interiors, anything visible to the human eye and
associated with GM required the involvement and approval of Design. The epic GM pavilion at
the 1964 New York World’s Fair, unequalled in razzle-dazzle opulence before or since, was a
monument to the power of GM Design.Design’s amazing power was often wielded ruthlessly. Bill
Mitchell once walked into a Buick studio (located in the Warren complex) and discovered the
head of the Buick Division reviewing the full-scale clay model of one of “his” future Buicks.
Furious, Mitchell demanded to know why the division head had dared venture into his, Mitchell’s,
domain! The Buick executive, apparently a courageous sort, responded, “This is my studio. It
may be in your building, but the studio is mine. Buick pays all the expense; it comes out of my
budget. I have every right to be here!” Mitchell, momentarily nonplussed, stomped out, called his
finance guy, and asked if this was true. The keeper of the budgets told him that, yes, the
production studios, whether Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, Oldsmobile, or Cadillac, were all funded
by the divisions themselves. The so-called advanced studios, on the other hand, were on the
budget of GM Design and, therefore, Mitchell’s.Mitchell had a solution: he ordered the removal
of all work in progress from the division-financed production studios, and had the “clays,” with
the attendant designers and modelers, moved into the advanced areas. The next time the
general manager of the Buick Division showed up to review “his” Buick clay model, he found a
cavernous, empty room. Access to “Advanced” was, of course, denied. (Behavior like this did not
endear Design to the rest of the company.)In another act of naked hubris, Mitchell decided that
the Camaro, Firebird, and Corvette, the company’s trio of sports cars, did not “sound right.” They
were equipped with the company’s V8s, powerful and reliable, still revered to this day, but to
Mitchell’s discerning ear they didn’t sound as good as a Ferrari or Lamborghini V12. Unlike the
V8’s rumble, those engines produced a sound much like the rending of expensive fabric,
transitioning into a wonderful high-pitched wail at higher RPMs. Ferraris had the sound of
expensive hardware, and Mitchell wanted it. He talked to Engineering, who didn’t fully
understand, or want to understand, what Mitchell was saying.Mitchell, knowing all too well the
styling axiom “I hear you talking, but my ears can’t see,” decided that only a demonstration would
suffice. He dispatched an emissary to Maranello, Italy, to purchase a factory-fresh Ferrari V12 at
a cost, in today’s terms, of roughly $100,000. Upon its arrival, Mitchell’s small engineering staff—



yes, Design had engineers for just such purposes—set to removing the offending, vulgarly low-
class GM V8 from a Pontiac Firebird and replacing it with the carefully transplanted Ferrari
engine, by itself worth a multiple of the receiving car. This lucky Firebird, which exists to this day,
received some garish stylistic modifications and was dubbed “Pegasus.”Mitchell gathered his
peers from Engineering, triumphantly started the engine, and blipped the throttle, resulting in
decidedly un-Pontiac-like shrieks of high-pitched Euro-power. “That, gentlemen,” spoke Mitchell,
“is how a goddamn sports car is supposed to sound!” Point made—but Camaros and Firebirds
never did get V12s. Still, “Pegasus” was arguably Mitchell’s favorite among the many “special”
vehicles he and the other leading designers liked to drive.As you might expect, things weren’t
always quite so “ethically pristine” in Design at that time. It was quite possible for senior
designers and other key executives (in Mitchell’s good graces) to have major restorations
performed on their collector cars. Whether working on an old Auburn “boat-tail Speedster” or a
prewar German “Horch” cabriolet, the Design shops at the time were as good as today’s
restoration specialists, doing complete, frame-off mechanical and cosmetic refurbishments,
resulting in what the classic car trade calls “Condition 1” cars.Some of these GM-restored
vehicles are still regularly seen in major concours d’elegance. To be fair, it must be added that
audits performed years later led to the owners being billed laughably small sums for the work. (I
was a minor miscreant: Opel Design custom painted the racing fairing on my Honda CB-750
four-cylinder motorcycle. Luckily, I had left GM for BMW by the time the auditors showed up.) To
say that Design’s behavior rankled the more orderly elements in the company would be a crass
understatement.The “Empire” of finance, accounting, law and order, “the way a sound company
is run” . . . all these sensitivities were assaulted on a daily basis. It had to stop. The Empire struck
back! Mitchell was retired with full honors in 1977 and replaced by Irv Rybicki, a fine,
upstanding, seasoned design executive of modest demeanor who spoke reassuringly of fiscal
responsibility, teamwork, “design is just one link in the chain,” and other homilies that went down
like warm olive oil with the ascendant “professional managers.”No longer would the uneducated
public think that the vice president of design was the CEO. No longer would GM produce
flamboyant, impractical designs with crazy fins, menacing chrome grilles, and interiors out of a
Buck Rogers movie. No more grinning, expensively tailored chief designers on the covers of
magazines. No more “secret” or “no unauthorized entry” studios. Design was to be put in its
place; the era of the prima donnas was over.“These guys are just artists, for crissakes,” GM
execs declared. “They’re no more important than the guys who design shampoo bottles at
Procter & Gamble.” Design was to become “part of the system.” Design would no longer originate
a product, the way it did with the original Buick Riviera, which was dreamed up by the designers
as a premium Cadillac coupe. (Cadillac didn’t want it, so it was shopped around until Buick
wisely took it.)From now on, products would be initiated by Product Planning (a department
composed of recycled finance types); they would ferret out market segments and define exterior
dimensions and interior roominess to the millimeter. Engineering suddenly had a lot more say in
what went where, and Manufacturing weighed in massively on questions of ease of assembly



and number of stamping dies per panel. Instead of being originators, as in the old days, the
designers simply were told: “Here, we’ve decided what this car is going to be. How long the hood
is. Where the windshield touches down. We’ve defined all the roominess criteria. By the way, for
investment reasons, we’re going to share doors across divisions. We’ve done all the hard work,
so all we need from you is to wrap the whole thing, OK?”As a result, the system created
research-driven, focus-group guided, customer-optimized transportation devices, hamstrung in
countless ways, using a chassis too narrow here, wheels too small (but affordable!) there, and all
sharing too much with the other brands. At the end of the “creative” process, the designers were
now reduced to the equivalent of choosing the font for the list of ingredients on a tube of Crest.
Yes, order, discipline, predictability, ease of manufacture, affordable investment, low cost, and a
whole host of other desirable characteristics had been achieved now that the hegemony of
Design prima donnas had been vanquished. But it came at a terrible price: gone were the style
and flair that sparked such instant infatuation (dare we say lust?) in drivers, something that had
been the hallmark of the design-driven era. Waste, arrogance, and hubris are never desirable
characteristics, but the company rid itself of these at a terrible price. The ebullient, dynamic,
seductive volcano of creation had been transformed into a quiet mountain with a gently smoking
hole at the top, spewing forth mediocrity upon mediocrity. This shift to the predictable, so
seductive to the bean counters, destroyed the company’s ability to compete and conquer.But not
all wounds were self-inflicted.After the first fuel crisis in 1973, the federal government wisely
decided that America needed to conserve petroleum, the supply of which was firmly in the
hands of OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries). Unwisely, the government,
ever loath to withdraw a free lunch from the voting population, elected not to trust the market
mechanism, which would have dictated a gradual, annual increase in federal fuel taxes. Instead,
the burden was placed on the automotive industry, with draconian Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) targets that set a corporate sales-fleet average of 18 miles per gallon
beginning with the 1978 model year, and established a schedule for attaining a fleet average of
27.5 miles per gallon by 1985.These new fuel rules dealt a terrible blow to only the American
companies; the Japanese, with their then-exclusively small-car portfolios, were already
comfortably compliant with the new rules. In fact, they were left with enough leeway to start
moving up in size and performance while GM, Ford, and Chrysler were forced to go down in size
and performance over their entire product lines. A programmed, gradual rise in fuel taxation,
along the European model, would have caused consumers to think of the future consequences
of today’s purchase and would have provided a natural incentive to move down a notch, opting
for six cylinders instead of eight, midsize sedans instead of large. But this would have required
bipartisan cooperation and political courage, both historically absent in Congress.And so the Big
Three had to spend massively and quickly to downsize and lighten the entire fleet. Chrysler and
GM abandoned all rear-wheel-drive vehicles, while Ford managed to save one, offsetting the
negative effect of massive forced production of highly unprofitable small cars. GM, in a colossal
multibillion-dollar effort, transformed every one of its passenger cars from “framed” construction



to weight-saving unitized, from rear-wheel drive to front-wheel drive, and from V8s to V6s and
four cylinders (which meant changing all of the transmissions and drive systems that went with
them). It overwhelmed the engineering and design resources of even the world’s most powerful
automobile company, not to mention the many suppliers of all-new manufacturing equipment
and car components.The size of the effort was staggering. Chrysler nearly went under and was
saved only by Lee Iacocca and his successful effort to obtain federal loan guarantees. Ford
struggled and struggled. GM plowed on and launched all-new vehicles in every size it offered.
From the smallest Chevrolet to the largest (but now smaller) Cadillac, every part in every car was
new! When that much change occurs in such a short time, the probability of error grows
exponentially, and these hastily conceived cars were rife with problems, destroying, in two to
three years, a reputation for industry-leading quality that had been built over decades.My friend
and former colleague Jack Hazen retired several years ago as my finance chief in Product
Development. Jack lived through this CAFE era and, as it marked the turning point in GM’s
fortunes, it remained vividly burned in his memory. (Jack, it should be noted, was unusual
among corporate finance types in that he possessed a keen sense for the product.) Here is his
account:Prior to Pete Estes retiring, there were numerous “Product Deep Dives” with the chief
engineers, general managers, tech staff, and a finance rep (I attended these meetings for
Cadillac) from each division. The main goal was to establish the Product Program that would
cover the 1982 to 1985 time period and allow us to meet the CAFE standards—which, for GM,
required the biggest improvement due to our mix of large, luxury cars. The major discussion
point was whether to convert all the large, large-luxury, and personal-luxury cars to transverse
front-wheel drive (TFWD) or do RWD luxury versions of the current midsize RWD cars. Despite
the fact that the engineering community at the divisions expressed considerable concern about
their ability to do the conversion to transverse front-wheel drive by 1985 for all these cars, Pete
Estes said we needed to do it to meet the CAFE standards. Additionally, since GM was in much
better shape financially than Ford or Chrysler, who could not afford to do this, this dramatic move
would end up really putting GM in an even stronger leadership position in North America. At the
time, as I recall, we had about 44 percent market share in the U.S. Before he passed away, Pete
had stated in an interview that the decision to convert everything to transverse front-wheel drive
was a mistake.This, of course, ended up being one of the worst decisions from a product
leadership standpoint due to a couple of major factors:• The infamous four-speed transverse
front-wheel drive automatic transmission (THM440) to be used in these cars was only on paper
at the time (1979) and would eventually go into production without proper validation and fail at
very high rates, often two or three times during the first customer life with the car. This was the
biggest problem, but there were some other product issues, too, as these cars were all new, and
GM had little experience with the transverse front-wheel-drive layout. Relative to the QRD
(quality, reliability, durability) problems GM had with all the new automatic transmissions in the
1980s, starting with the X-car, I asked Alex Mair (Group VP, GM Technical Staffs) later in the
1980s as to how GM could have gone from a company that was the automotive leader in



automatic transmissions to having all these problems starting with the new automatics in the late
’70s and early ’80s. He said the biggest factor was that we had allowed a lot of the old automatic
transmission engineers (with tribal knowledge) to retire in the mid-1970s when the first oil
embargo happened.In this timeframe (1979), when this decision was made, the new transverse
front-wheel-drive compact X-cars were just being introduced, and we were unaware of all the
QRD issues that we would discover on this first iteration of transverse front-wheel drive (e.g.,
steering gear “morning sickness”—a quasilockup of the steering on cold mornings, air
conditioning compressor issues, radiator failures, and on and on).The other major issue was the
design of these vehicles, as they were so much smaller than the previous large/luxury cars that
there was some consumer push back and, in the case of Cadillac, we lost a lot of customers to
Lincoln. However, they actually sold quite well until the quality issues started to surface, and then
customers fled in droves to the Lincoln Town Car. From a styling standpoint, the significant
mistake was reducing the overall length of the DeVille/Fleetwood to 195 inches. Design had
done a clay model that was about 200 inches long. It looked great! Engineering said we couldn’t
get the fuel economy/performance with this larger size, and so they literally chopped four inches
off the rear of the car. We, of course, later added that back on in 1988–89. The large luxury cars
were initially targeted for V6 engines no bigger than 3.1 liters.At this time in the design, Pete
Estes had retired and, as I recall, Irv Rybicki did not fight this decision or direction from the
engineering community. Wayne Kady, who was the chief exterior designer for Cadillac, thought it
was a terrible decision. I think if Pete Estes and/or Bill Mitchell had been there, things might have
turned out different because the proportions did not look right. In all fairness, at the time, the
feeling was that we should err on the side that “smaller” is better. Additionally, we were
somewhat a victim of that first downsizing of our cars in the late ’70s. While the Sales and
Marketing guys were all concerned about the downsizing at the time, it was somewhat a
nonevent, and GM gained share in the late ’70s.• The other major disaster was on the new
TFWD personal luxury cars (i.e., Eldorado, Seville, Toronado, and Riviera). The various (LFWD)
that we produced from 1979 to 1985 basically required two shifts and maximum overtime for the
six years they were produced. We printed money with these cars, and the divisions fought about
allocations of production volume for six years! With the new downsized TFWD versions, we
could hardly keep one shift going. Again, a major drop in market share and profits.Everyone had
concerns that we had gone too far in downsizing these cars, and even though the divisions
raised concerns, Jim McDonald said we were going forward. He did allow the program to be
delayed one year in order to fit the Cadillac V8 in the Eldorado/Seville, which required widening
all of them by three inches. Of course, as you know, we ended up redoing those three years after
they came out to make them bigger and more stylish/better proportions, but it was almost too
late.One interesting point about this program: Design had actually proposed the Eldorado and
Seville could share more panels. We had money for all specific panels, but Design felt that we
could share deck lids, hoods, and front fenders on the two cars. I can’t recall how much of this
was driven by Irv, but given the challenges to come up with a dramatic design for the Seville, I



can’t imagine Mitchell supporting this. Irv was definitely more finance-oriented than the previous
design leaders, but whether this in the end was the best overall business approach could be
debated.Look-alike cars haunted us during the 1980s and caused a question about GM’s
product design leadership that, I am sure, hurt us somewhat in market share but not anywhere
near the magnitude that the quality issues did—mainly because our interiors were still pretty
good compared to the competition at that time.Table of ContentsTitle PageCopyright
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problems, mostly, were not your fault!PrefaceIT WAS IN 1979 IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. I
HAD JUST BEEN ELEVATED TO president of Ford Europe and was conducting my first monthly
quality meeting.Ford’s quality was about average for Europe at the time, but we were having a
major problem with our UK-built four-cylinder engines: camshafts (an essential part that controls
the valves) were wearing out at a totally unacceptable rate. Some camshafts failed after as little
as 10,000 miles, few lasted more than 15,000 miles, and the bulk of the repeat failures occurred
soon after the expiration of the then-prevalent 12,000-mile warranty.I asked what we were going
to do to achieve industry-standard durability on camshafts. Manufacturing and Engineering had
a number of solutions, all requiring some increase in parts cost and a nominal investment in
equipment. I authorized these on the spot, and emphasized the need for speed in incorporating
the changes.End of story? Not quite! The finance guys piped up and informed me that I had, by
my hasty decision, just blown a roughly $50 million hole in the profit forecast. It seems that was
the amount of profit the Parts and Service organization was reaping by shipping an endless
stream of shoddy, soft camshafts to hundreds of thousands of customers who “had no other
choice . . . they’ve got to buy them.” Yes, they had no choice . . . until their next vehicle purchase.I
ultimately prevailed, but I paid for it the rest of my time at Ford, gaining the reputation as “a good
product guy, but he’s not bottom-line focused, not a sound businessman.” This philosophy of
treating the customer as a hapless victim to be exploited was endemic in American
corporations, and it cost us dearly. I contend that I wasn’t the lousy businessman. The MBA bean
counters who were perfectly willing to sacrifice goodwill and reputation for a lousy $50 million in
ill-gotten profit were the villains. And eventually the chickens came home to roost.This book is
about what happened to America’s competitiveness, and why. Most of the examples and
observations are from the automobile sector, for the simple reason that that’s what I know best,
and I was a participant in the decades-long decline of General Motors. But the creeping
malignancy that transformed the once all-powerful, world-dominating American economy from
one that produced and exported to one that trades and imports is now common to all or most
sectors.It really boils down to a matter of focus, priorities, and business philosophy. Leaders who
are predominantly motivated by financial reward, who bake that reward into the business plan
and then manipulate all other variables to “hit that number,” will usually not hit the number, or, if
they do, then only once. But the enterprise that is focused on excellence and on providing
superior value will see revenue materialize and grow, and will be rewarded with good profit. Is
profit an integral part of the business equation and a God-given right, no matter how
compromised the product or service? Or is the financial result an unpredictable reward,
bestowed upon the business by satisfied customers?To some restaurant owners, people
booking reservations weeks in advance is a sign that “we did something wrong.” Perhaps the
food is too good . . . best to back off a bit on the quality of the meat and produce. Ease off on the
butter! We’ll reduce cost, improve margins! And the customers, presumably, will keep coming,
right?But to other owners, the excess demand is a sign of success, of the formula working, of
customers appreciating the value of their efforts. In this case, profit can be increased by



selective higher pricing to keep the waiting times reasonable while gaining a premium
reputation. Want to guess which restaurant will be in business longer, and be more successful?
There is a GM car, produced worldwide, which is hugely successful wherever it is produced and
sold. It has great styling, is larger than its direct competitors, and generally exceeds customer
expectations. It is profitable in a vehicle category in which that status is rarely achieved. A cause
for celebration, of joy at having found the winning formula? Yes, but there are factions who
complain that “we overachieved”; the car is “better and richer than it needs to be,” so let’s
“correct back to the center line with the next model.” Listening to those voices would put GM
back on the downward slope. The drive to reduce cost, skimp a bit on service, ruthlessly pursue
quarterly earnings targets no matter what the negative consequences has hurt American
business from automobiles to appliances, as well as the service industries.My premise is that
the trend is reversible. We don’t have to be a nation of importers, bond traders, and venture
capitalists who have no interest in the long-term viability of the company as long as they have a
surefire, timely exit strategy.As an industrial power, the United States has a historic window.
Exchange rates are in our favor, labor rates are, by most standards, competitive. We still have
ingenuity, initiative, and a deep well of technological innovation.It’s time to stop the dominance of
the number crunchers, living in their perfect, predictable, financially projected world (who fail,
time and again), and give the reins to the “product guys” (of either gender), those with vision and
passion for the customers and their product or service.It applies in any business. Shoemakers
should be run by shoe guys, and software firms by software guys, and supermarkets by
supermarket guys. With the advice and support of their bean counters, absolutely, but with the
final word going to those who live and breathe the customer experience. Passion and drive for
excellence will win over the computer-like, dispassionate, analysis-driven philosophy every
time.PrefaceIT WAS IN 1979 IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. I HAD JUST BEEN ELEVATED TO
president of Ford Europe and was conducting my first monthly quality meeting.Ford’s quality was
about average for Europe at the time, but we were having a major problem with our UK-built four-
cylinder engines: camshafts (an essential part that controls the valves) were wearing out at a
totally unacceptable rate. Some camshafts failed after as little as 10,000 miles, few lasted more
than 15,000 miles, and the bulk of the repeat failures occurred soon after the expiration of the
then-prevalent 12,000-mile warranty.I asked what we were going to do to achieve industry-
standard durability on camshafts. Manufacturing and Engineering had a number of solutions, all
requiring some increase in parts cost and a nominal investment in equipment. I authorized these
on the spot, and emphasized the need for speed in incorporating the changes.End of story? Not
quite! The finance guys piped up and informed me that I had, by my hasty decision, just blown a
roughly $50 million hole in the profit forecast. It seems that was the amount of profit the Parts
and Service organization was reaping by shipping an endless stream of shoddy, soft camshafts
to hundreds of thousands of customers who “had no other choice . . . they’ve got to buy them.”
Yes, they had no choice . . . until their next vehicle purchase.I ultimately prevailed, but I paid for it
the rest of my time at Ford, gaining the reputation as “a good product guy, but he’s not bottom-



line focused, not a sound businessman.” This philosophy of treating the customer as a hapless
victim to be exploited was endemic in American corporations, and it cost us dearly. I contend
that I wasn’t the lousy businessman. The MBA bean counters who were perfectly willing to
sacrifice goodwill and reputation for a lousy $50 million in ill-gotten profit were the villains. And
eventually the chickens came home to roost.This book is about what happened to America’s
competitiveness, and why. Most of the examples and observations are from the automobile
sector, for the simple reason that that’s what I know best, and I was a participant in the decades-
long decline of General Motors. But the creeping malignancy that transformed the once all-
powerful, world-dominating American economy from one that produced and exported to one
that trades and imports is now common to all or most sectors.It really boils down to a matter of
focus, priorities, and business philosophy. Leaders who are predominantly motivated by financial
reward, who bake that reward into the business plan and then manipulate all other variables to
“hit that number,” will usually not hit the number, or, if they do, then only once. But the enterprise
that is focused on excellence and on providing superior value will see revenue materialize and
grow, and will be rewarded with good profit. Is profit an integral part of the business equation and
a God-given right, no matter how compromised the product or service? Or is the financial result
an unpredictable reward, bestowed upon the business by satisfied customers?To some
restaurant owners, people booking reservations weeks in advance is a sign that “we did
something wrong.” Perhaps the food is too good . . . best to back off a bit on the quality of the
meat and produce. Ease off on the butter! We’ll reduce cost, improve margins! And the
customers, presumably, will keep coming, right?But to other owners, the excess demand is a
sign of success, of the formula working, of customers appreciating the value of their efforts. In
this case, profit can be increased by selective higher pricing to keep the waiting times
reasonable while gaining a premium reputation. Want to guess which restaurant will be in
business longer, and be more successful?There is a GM car, produced worldwide, which is
hugely successful wherever it is produced and sold. It has great styling, is larger than its direct
competitors, and generally exceeds customer expectations. It is profitable in a vehicle category
in which that status is rarely achieved. A cause for celebration, of joy at having found the winning
formula? Yes, but there are factions who complain that “we overachieved”; the car is “better and
richer than it needs to be,” so let’s “correct back to the center line with the next model.” Listening
to those voices would put GM back on the downward slope. The drive to reduce cost, skimp a bit
on service, ruthlessly pursue quarterly earnings targets no matter what the negative
consequences has hurt American business from automobiles to appliances, as well as the
service industries.My premise is that the trend is reversible. We don’t have to be a nation of
importers, bond traders, and venture capitalists who have no interest in the long-term viability of
the company as long as they have a surefire, timely exit strategy.As an industrial power, the
United States has a historic window. Exchange rates are in our favor, labor rates are, by most
standards, competitive. We still have ingenuity, initiative, and a deep well of technological
innovation.It’s time to stop the dominance of the number crunchers, living in their perfect,



predictable, financially projected world (who fail, time and again), and give the reins to the
“product guys” (of either gender), those with vision and passion for the customers and their
product or service.It applies in any business. Shoemakers should be run by shoe guys, and
software firms by software guys, and supermarkets by supermarket guys. With the advice and
support of their bean counters, absolutely, but with the final word going to those who live and
breathe the customer experience. Passion and drive for excellence will win over the computer-
like, dispassionate, analysis-driven philosophy every time.1The BeginningA CHAUFFEUR-
DRIVEN CADILLAC GLIDED SILENTLY TO THE CURB IN front of the Ann Arbor office of Exide
Technologies, the world’s largest producer of lead-acid batteries. I was CEO and had a good
view of the front from my office with its cigar-friendly sliding glass door.The chauffeur opened the
passenger-side door, and a very tall man unfolded his six-foot-six-inch frame and walked toward
the main entrance. Morning sun silhouetted his broad shoulders, and inside my office, we were
ready for him: coffee brewed, muffins arrayed, orange juice poured.This was important company,
for the tall stranger was none other than former Duke University basketball player G. Richard
(Rick) Wagoner, then president and CEO of General Motors. The scene of his arrival at my
modest office complex is forever etched in my memory, for it marked the end of a long,
convoluted rapprochement that had developed in fits and starts. It also signaled the beginning of
a presumed three-year relationship with GM that was to last almost nine years and would prove
to be both the most rewarding as well as the most frustrating epoch in my career.I was, at this
juncture in 2001, nearing seventy. After retiring at sixty-six as vice chairman of Chrysler in 1998,
I’d written my book Guts, and was serving as CEO of troubled Exide Technologies. (Talk about
troubled: my predecessor CEO, his president, and the CFO had been indicted, tried, convicted,
and sentenced to hard time in federal penitentiaries for committing a veritable Chinese
restaurant menu of state, local, and federal felonies. Trying to raise much-needed new capital or
find new customers for a company this tarnished was near impossible. And all this took place
before the larger, more publicized Enron scandal. I longed for the ethics and order I knew to be
the hallmarks of all the Big Three Detroit OEMs. But, I digress; my Exide time would fill another
book.) During those 1998–2000 post-Chrysler years, I encountered a curious phenomenon:
journalists, analysts, and supplier executives would, at random intervals, contact me with
basically the same question: “What’s wrong with GM? Why can’t they get it right? What would
you do?”This sentiment intensified to the point where the late Heinz Prechter, an influential
Detroit resident and founder of American Sunroof Corporation (later just ASC), started hatching
a coup: he would assemble a complete senior management team (essentially him, me, and
Steve Miller, America’s emergency-CEO for companies in Chapter 11), raise capital, buy GM
shares, and then talk the GM board into cleaning out the existing top management. It was a
grand scheme, and it consumed several afternoons and evenings at Prechter’s estate on Grosse
Ile. Prechter, in a manic phase of the bipolar disorder that would ultimately claim his life through
suicide, rubbed his hands with glee over what he called “the big one.” Sadly, or perhaps luckily, it
came to naught.And there were others. J. T. Battenberg, then CEO of Delphi, the parts and



components spin-off from GM (and an Exide competitor in batteries), called me at work one day.
His proposal: he would exert backdoor influence to have me elected CEO of GM because,
despite his loyalty to the company (he was, prior to the spin-off, one of GM’s most senior
automotive executives), he was worried about the company’s course, leadership style, and,
above all, design direction. His fears were more than pure altruism: GM was Delphi’s largest
customer, by far. Lower GM sales would translate immediately into lower revenue for Delphi. I
declined to make myself available.In 2000, John Devine, GM’s newly hired chief financial officer,
invited me to dinner. Over a late supper in a dark booth in the restaurant at the Dearborn Ritz-
Carlton, John outlined his plan: sensing disarray in GM’s management structure and passenger-
car creation, he wanted me to join the company as vice chairman for product
development.“Sounds good to me, John,” I replied.“What does Rick think about it?” Ah, there
was the rub! John hadn’t discussed it with Rick yet, and this would have to await the right mood
and moment. I wasn’t expecting anything, and thus was neither surprised nor disappointed when
that’s exactly what I got.Then, a few months later and quite out of the blue, I ran into François
Castaing, formerly my chief of product development at Chrysler, now retired. A reformed
Frenchman, Castaing had become a U.S. citizen but still spoke with a heavy accent. His
reputation as a brilliant, fast-moving, troop-motivating leader was firmly established in the
industry. His years of running Renault’s Formula One racing team had honed his focus on speed
and precision. A large measure of Chrysler’s huge success in the 1990s can be ascribed to
him.What François wanted to convey to me was this: he had been asked to work for GM in a
consulting capacity, to assess the product program and methods, and to provide ideas for
improvement. He had seen all the future products, he told me. Naturally, I asked what he
thought.“C’est une catastrophe!” was his verdict. “If you think the Pontiac Aztek was bad, you
don’t want to see what’s next. The stuff is awful! I can’t change it; I declined the offer.” Just what I
wanted to hear to raise my level of enthusiasm for an offer which might or might not even come!
One or two more dinners with John Devine ensued at which he reaffirmed his desire to have me
join GM, while adding that “Rick wasn’t quite there yet.” I began to discount the thought of ever
working for GM . . . it sounded too much like John had changed his mind but hadn’t gotten
around to telling me.Then came the dinner of the Harvard Business School Club, held at
Oakland Hills Country Club in the summer of 2001. I was their guest speaker and honoree.
Wagoner, a Harvard Business School graduate and officer of the club, gave the introduction.
Rick, always witty, delivered the introduction in a mildly irreverent way, almost as a “roast,” to
which I responded by suggesting that any automotive CEO who bore even distant responsibility
for the Aztek should perhaps be measured in his criticisms.It was meant in jest, but it clearly
stung. Speech done and trophy in hand, I shared a table with Rick.“So, Bob, what’s your candid
opinion of where GM stands in terms of product, and what should we do?”“How much time do
you have,” I replied,“and where do you want me to begin?”The floodgates were open. Ignoring
normal table etiquette and the others around us, Rick asked, and I replied to, countless
questions. When the club was shutting down for the night, Rick asked if we could meet again to



“continue this interesting conversation.”Thus, a few weeks later, the aforementioned modest
breakfast at Exide headquarters took place. I had no conference table in the sparsely furnished
office, so I sat behind my desk with Rick seated opposite me and leaning slightly forward. He
soon allowed that he had come to the conclusion that GM could, in fact, use the services of a
natural, intuitive, experienced car guy.“Who do you know,” Rick asked, “who is just like you,
similar background, similar ability, but fifty years old?” A good, logical question, but I was
stumped.“He’s probably out there somewhere,” I responded, “but if he is, I sure haven’t heard of
him.” Thoughtful pause on Rick’s part.“I see. Would you be willing to enter into a consulting
arrangement with GM?”I countered that with a resounding no, explaining that I’d have the
frustration, the knowledge, the desire to do something, but no power to actually get it done.
Besides, I would have the whole organization mobilized against me to “neutralize” the threat to
the status quo.This resulted in a long and somewhat painful silence, broken finally by Rick
asking, in a painfully halting way, “I don’t suppose . . . you know, at your age and all . . . that you’d
be . . . willing to consider, conceivably . . . actually coming back to work at GM full time for a few
years?” There—it was out! Title, compensation, and responsibilities were quickly sketched out,
but would have to be blessed by the board.I told Rick my value to the company would come in
three distinct phases:Phase One. Exert my influence to improve products already in the pipeline
and use my communications skills and reputation with the media to have them seen in the best
possible light.Phase Two. Lead the creation of the future portfolio: cars and trucks of
unsurpassed design excellence and characteristics. Cars and trucks so good, so desirable, that
customers would pay full price and wait for delivery if necessary.Phase Three. Permanently
change the culture of the company, especially around design, planning, and engineering, in
such a way that mediocrity (or the dreaded adjective “lackluster,” so frequently applied to new
GM cars) would be permanently banished.How these three phases were accomplished over
almost nine years instead of the originally envisaged three years is what the rest of this book is
about.1The BeginningA CHAUFFEUR-DRIVEN CADILLAC GLIDED SILENTLY TO THE CURB
IN front of the Ann Arbor office of Exide Technologies, the world’s largest producer of lead-acid
batteries. I was CEO and had a good view of the front from my office with its cigar-friendly sliding
glass door.The chauffeur opened the passenger-side door, and a very tall man unfolded his six-
foot-six-inch frame and walked toward the main entrance. Morning sun silhouetted his broad
shoulders, and inside my office, we were ready for him: coffee brewed, muffins arrayed, orange
juice poured.This was important company, for the tall stranger was none other than former Duke
University basketball player G. Richard (Rick) Wagoner, then president and CEO of General
Motors. The scene of his arrival at my modest office complex is forever etched in my memory, for
it marked the end of a long, convoluted rapprochement that had developed in fits and starts. It
also signaled the beginning of a presumed three-year relationship with GM that was to last
almost nine years and would prove to be both the most rewarding as well as the most frustrating
epoch in my career.I was, at this juncture in 2001, nearing seventy. After retiring at sixty-six as
vice chairman of Chrysler in 1998, I’d written my book Guts, and was serving as CEO of troubled



Exide Technologies. (Talk about troubled: my predecessor CEO, his president, and the CFO had
been indicted, tried, convicted, and sentenced to hard time in federal penitentiaries for
committing a veritable Chinese restaurant menu of state, local, and federal felonies. Trying to
raise much-needed new capital or find new customers for a company this tarnished was near
impossible. And all this took place before the larger, more publicized Enron scandal. I longed for
the ethics and order I knew to be the hallmarks of all the Big Three Detroit OEMs. But, I digress;
my Exide time would fill another book.) During those 1998–2000 post-Chrysler years, I
encountered a curious phenomenon: journalists, analysts, and supplier executives would, at
random intervals, contact me with basically the same question: “What’s wrong with GM? Why
can’t they get it right? What would you do?”This sentiment intensified to the point where the late
Heinz Prechter, an influential Detroit resident and founder of American Sunroof Corporation
(later just ASC), started hatching a coup: he would assemble a complete senior management
team (essentially him, me, and Steve Miller, America’s emergency-CEO for companies in
Chapter 11), raise capital, buy GM shares, and then talk the GM board into cleaning out the
existing top management. It was a grand scheme, and it consumed several afternoons and
evenings at Prechter’s estate on Grosse Ile. Prechter, in a manic phase of the bipolar disorder
that would ultimately claim his life through suicide, rubbed his hands with glee over what he
called “the big one.” Sadly, or perhaps luckily, it came to naught.And there were others. J. T.
Battenberg, then CEO of Delphi, the parts and components spin-off from GM (and an Exide
competitor in batteries), called me at work one day. His proposal: he would exert backdoor
influence to have me elected CEO of GM because, despite his loyalty to the company (he was,
prior to the spin-off, one of GM’s most senior automotive executives), he was worried about the
company’s course, leadership style, and, above all, design direction. His fears were more than
pure altruism: GM was Delphi’s largest customer, by far. Lower GM sales would translate
immediately into lower revenue for Delphi. I declined to make myself available.In 2000, John
Devine, GM’s newly hired chief financial officer, invited me to dinner. Over a late supper in a dark
booth in the restaurant at the Dearborn Ritz-Carlton, John outlined his plan: sensing disarray in
GM’s management structure and passenger-car creation, he wanted me to join the company as
vice chairman for product development.“Sounds good to me, John,” I replied.“What does Rick
think about it?” Ah, there was the rub! John hadn’t discussed it with Rick yet, and this would
have to await the right mood and moment. I wasn’t expecting anything, and thus was neither
surprised nor disappointed when that’s exactly what I got.Then, a few months later and quite out
of the blue, I ran into François Castaing, formerly my chief of product development at Chrysler,
now retired. A reformed Frenchman, Castaing had become a U.S. citizen but still spoke with a
heavy accent. His reputation as a brilliant, fast-moving, troop-motivating leader was firmly
established in the industry. His years of running Renault’s Formula One racing team had honed
his focus on speed and precision. A large measure of Chrysler’s huge success in the 1990s can
be ascribed to him.What François wanted to convey to me was this: he had been asked to work
for GM in a consulting capacity, to assess the product program and methods, and to provide



ideas for improvement. He had seen all the future products, he told me. Naturally, I asked what
he thought.“C’est une catastrophe!” was his verdict. “If you think the Pontiac Aztek was bad, you
don’t want to see what’s next. The stuff is awful! I can’t change it; I declined the offer.” Just what I
wanted to hear to raise my level of enthusiasm for an offer which might or might not even come!
One or two more dinners with John Devine ensued at which he reaffirmed his desire to have me
join GM, while adding that “Rick wasn’t quite there yet.” I began to discount the thought of ever
working for GM . . . it sounded too much like John had changed his mind but hadn’t gotten
around to telling me.Then came the dinner of the Harvard Business School Club, held at
Oakland Hills Country Club in the summer of 2001. I was their guest speaker and honoree.
Wagoner, a Harvard Business School graduate and officer of the club, gave the introduction.
Rick, always witty, delivered the introduction in a mildly irreverent way, almost as a “roast,” to
which I responded by suggesting that any automotive CEO who bore even distant responsibility
for the Aztek should perhaps be measured in his criticisms.It was meant in jest, but it clearly
stung. Speech done and trophy in hand, I shared a table with Rick.“So, Bob, what’s your candid
opinion of where GM stands in terms of product, and what should we do?”“How much time do
you have,” I replied,“and where do you want me to begin?”The floodgates were open. Ignoring
normal table etiquette and the others around us, Rick asked, and I replied to, countless
questions. When the club was shutting down for the night, Rick asked if we could meet again to
“continue this interesting conversation.”Thus, a few weeks later, the aforementioned modest
breakfast at Exide headquarters took place. I had no conference table in the sparsely furnished
office, so I sat behind my desk with Rick seated opposite me and leaning slightly forward. He
soon allowed that he had come to the conclusion that GM could, in fact, use the services of a
natural, intuitive, experienced car guy.“Who do you know,” Rick asked, “who is just like you,
similar background, similar ability, but fifty years old?” A good, logical question, but I was
stumped.“He’s probably out there somewhere,” I responded, “but if he is, I sure haven’t heard of
him.” Thoughtful pause on Rick’s part.“I see. Would you be willing to enter into a consulting
arrangement with GM?”I countered that with a resounding no, explaining that I’d have the
frustration, the knowledge, the desire to do something, but no power to actually get it done.
Besides, I would have the whole organization mobilized against me to “neutralize” the threat to
the status quo.This resulted in a long and somewhat painful silence, broken finally by Rick
asking, in a painfully halting way, “I don’t suppose . . . you know, at your age and all . . . that you’d
be . . . willing to consider, conceivably . . . actually coming back to work at GM full time for a few
years?” There—it was out! Title, compensation, and responsibilities were quickly sketched out,
but would have to be blessed by the board.I told Rick my value to the company would come in
three distinct phases:Phase One. Exert my influence to improve products already in the pipeline
and use my communications skills and reputation with the media to have them seen in the best
possible light.Phase Two. Lead the creation of the future portfolio: cars and trucks of
unsurpassed design excellence and characteristics. Cars and trucks so good, so desirable, that
customers would pay full price and wait for delivery if necessary.Phase Three. Permanently



change the culture of the company, especially around design, planning, and engineering, in
such a way that mediocrity (or the dreaded adjective “lackluster,” so frequently applied to new
GM cars) would be permanently banished.How these three phases were accomplished over
almost nine years instead of the originally envisaged three years is what the rest of this book is
about.2An Unstoppable ForceTO FULLY APPRECIATE WHAT I WAS ABOUT TO WALK INTO,
WE MUST FIRST understand the situation GM was in, and how it got there. So, a brief history
lesson is in order. I won’t delve into the detail that is readily available elsewhere—including at
GM itself. In fact, ex-CEO Jack Smith used to teach an in-house course on “GM History” to
young employees. While the intentions were no doubt noble, and the material no doubt
fascinating, the whole idea was indicative of the culture of corporate infallibility and self-worship
being fostered on the premises.The GM we know today began to take shape in 1920, when
Alfred P. Sloan took the wheel of the conglomeration of car companies collected in 1908 by Billy
Durant and christened “General Motors.”Sloan brought order and managerial discipline to what
Durant had cobbled together and established a visionary method for running what was even
then a huge corporation. He believed in some centralized control, especially in the
establishment of budgets, allocation of capital, and selection of key management. But he also
displayed uncanny instincts for controls that were simultaneously “loose” and “tight.”“Tight”
control was maintained on the overall vision for the company, and especially its brands. “A car for
every purse and purpose” was a famous phrase attributed to Sloan. The brands were to form a
hierarchy from the lowest price, with Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, and Oldsmobile serving as
increasingly expensive, increasingly premium stepping-stones to the “Standard of the World,”
Cadillac, and its junior cousin, LaSalle.The “looser” control manifested itself in the broad
autonomy granted the divisions in what kinds of vehicles they produced and how they chose to
market them. Sloan also displayed his visionary skill in recognizing the importance of automotive
design, hiring the legendary and flamboyant designer Harley Earl and establishing the first “Art
and Color” department, which was to assure that all of the products of the corporation would be
as well proportioned and stunningly beautiful as the custom bodies Harley Earl created before
his arrival at GM.Recognizing early on the international potential of automotives, Sloan
expanded the company through exports (Buick being especially successful with the Chinese
moneyed class, paving the way for Buick’s astounding success in that country in the most recent
period), as well as through acquisitions. By 1931, GM had acquired Vauxhall in the United
Kingdom, Adam Opel AG in Germany, and Holden in Australia.The 1930s saw generation after
generation of increasingly beautiful, well-crafted GM cars, all distinctive in appearance and
performance while sharing common body engineering and construction through GM’s body
works, the Fisher Body division. This was an early example of the successful application of
“economies of scale,” achieved while maintaining the all-important separate character and role
of each GM division.While the 1930s were a struggle, the advent of World War II in 1941 brought
a sudden halt to automobile production as U.S. industry as a whole turned to defense
production, with GM at the forefront in the production of military vehicles—both amphibious and



land—diesel engines, and even aircraft. It was a period when production skills, which GM
already had in spades, mattered, and the only customer was the U.S. war machine.In 1945, the
atomic bomb ended World War II with an exclamation point, and the corporation returned rapidly
to civilian production. The nation had been without a single new car since late 1941—the pent-
up demand was huge; tooling of the 1942 models was dusted off, minor design changes were
introduced to identify the cars as the “all-new, postwar cars,” and the race for dominance in the
U.S. car market was on.GM’s design and engineering prowess was all-conquering. While other
Detroit companies gradually fell by the wayside or merged (Packard, Nash, and Hudson had all
disappeared by the 1960s) and while the other “Big Two,” Ford and Chrysler, produced some
highly notable successes, there was simply no overcoming the sheer brilliance of the cars
produced by GM. They were brash, exciting, chrome-laden, at times startling, as when Cadillac
first introduced tail fins—inspired by the Lockheed P—38 Lightning fighter aircraft—on its 1948
models. All the GM vehicles of this era had beautiful proportions and simply radiated excellence.
GM was the first, in the early 1940s, to introduce the fully automatic transmission, the Hydra-
Matic, which Ford was forced to buy while Chrysler struggled with a less capable and less
sophisticated semiautomatic unit.Flaunting its sure grip on America’s tastes, GM paraded new
models and concept cars around the country in “Motoramas,” live shows featuring music, talent,
lights, motion, and chrome to rival any Hollywood production. By now, the Harley Earl baton had
been passed to the even more talented (and flamboyant) Bill Mitchell, who, through talent,
personality, and astonishing displays of expensive personal haberdashery, became the
incarnation of the automotive designer: cocky, confident, disdainful of “marketing,” resisting the
constraints of “finance,” scheming to overcome the dictates of the engineers. Mitchell and his
team became the force that ran GM in the late 1950s through the ’60s. Talented young designers
sought jobs at GM Styling, because that’s where the great stuff happened!Audacious, seemingly
impossible dreams made it through to production under Mitchell, from the monstrous lateral fins
on the 1959 Chevrolet to the aerodynamically useless vertical fins on the 1961 Cadillac. Was
everything in the best of taste, or with actual customer utility in mind? Of course not. Like
Mitchell himself, who had a lovably insolent and profane side to him, his operations at times
were greeted by headshaking among the country’s intellectual elite. But it didn’t matter: the
public adored what GM produced and demanded more of the same.GM launched ever more
desirable products, like the legendary Pontiac GTO, the Oldsmobile 442, the Buick Riviera, a
plethora of Cadillacs, and the sensational “tri-5” (1955, ’56, ’57) Chevrolets, the first of the brand
with a V8, which sold in record volumes, and have now achieved high-value collectible status.
Engines steadily became larger and more powerful. GM was usually triumphant in the
horsepower race, and the fact that these ultra heavy, overly powerful land yachts got only nine or
ten miles per gallon was of little concern with fuel prices at twenty-five cents per gallon—roughly,
as today, one-fourth what the rest of the world was paying. (Is it any wonder that the Europeans,
and later the Japanese, focused predominantly on smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles when
customers in their home markets were paying four times as much for fuel?) GM’s overseas



business was booming, too, as company resources were poured into Opel and Vauxhall in
Europe, and Holden in Australia.But the real GM domination took place here in the United
States. One out of every two vehicles sold was produced by a GM division. GM’s flashy designs,
and equally flashy designers, became an intrinsic part of the American culture of consumption,
newness, and “keeping up with the Joneses.” Whether it was the economy, the customers, the
dealers, or the suppliers, everyone benefited from GM’s success. Sure, some voiced concern
and resentment, and best-selling books, like Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers and John
Keats’s The Insolent Chariots, reflected a small but growing nucleus of concern over whether all
this arrogant opulence and the ever-shorter fashion cycle were really of benefit to society. But
these books were written by intellectual elitists . . . so who cared what they said?One incident
that caused GM lasting harm was a 1965 book by a young lawyer and consumer advocate by
the name of Ralph Nader. Unsafe at Any Speed accused the Corvair, different from other
American cars with its rear-engine design, of being inherently unstable and accident-prone.
Nader’s work gained huge notoriety and effectively shut down Corvair sales in the
mid-1960s.Unaccustomed to being dented by a lone ideologue, GM hired investigators to delve
into Nader’s personal life, seeking any salacious information that would silence him. But news of
the investigation leaked and caused a public outcry. In an effort at damage control, GM chairman
Jim Roche (not the most charismatic of figures, even on a good day) delivered an abject apology
to Nader. It was an epic low point in the company’s history; GM, for perhaps the first time, was
cast in the role of villain. This occurrence also lent credibility to the nascent “safety advocacy”
movement, costing GM more of the American public’s trust than the company realized at the
time.But it mattered not. GM still had 50 percent market share. In 1965 French national TV
produced a one-hour special on the globe-spanning power of GM. They titled it “GM, Le Budget
de la France” (“The budget of France”)—at the time, GM’s sales revenue exceeded the budget of
the French Republic.The unstoppable GM machine roared on, despite some increasingly
strident criticism. As the 1970s approached, GM’s top leadership spoke of the “60–60–60” plan,
meaning that GM would have 60 percent market share and GM stock would rise to $60 per
share, all by the time the core senior leadership turned sixty.It was not to happen.2An
Unstoppable ForceTO FULLY APPRECIATE WHAT I WAS ABOUT TO WALK INTO, WE MUST
FIRST understand the situation GM was in, and how it got there. So, a brief history lesson is in
order. I won’t delve into the detail that is readily available elsewhere—including at GM itself. In
fact, ex-CEO Jack Smith used to teach an in-house course on “GM History” to young employees.
While the intentions were no doubt noble, and the material no doubt fascinating, the whole idea
was indicative of the culture of corporate infallibility and self-worship being fostered on the
premises.The GM we know today began to take shape in 1920, when Alfred P. Sloan took the
wheel of the conglomeration of car companies collected in 1908 by Billy Durant and christened
“General Motors.”Sloan brought order and managerial discipline to what Durant had cobbled
together and established a visionary method for running what was even then a huge corporation.
He believed in some centralized control, especially in the establishment of budgets, allocation of



capital, and selection of key management. But he also displayed uncanny instincts for controls
that were simultaneously “loose” and “tight.”“Tight” control was maintained on the overall vision
for the company, and especially its brands. “A car for every purse and purpose” was a famous
phrase attributed to Sloan. The brands were to form a hierarchy from the lowest price, with
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, and Oldsmobile serving as increasingly expensive, increasingly
premium stepping-stones to the “Standard of the World,” Cadillac, and its junior cousin,
LaSalle.The “looser” control manifested itself in the broad autonomy granted the divisions in
what kinds of vehicles they produced and how they chose to market them. Sloan also displayed
his visionary skill in recognizing the importance of automotive design, hiring the legendary and
flamboyant designer Harley Earl and establishing the first “Art and Color” department, which was
to assure that all of the products of the corporation would be as well proportioned and stunningly
beautiful as the custom bodies Harley Earl created before his arrival at GM.Recognizing early on
the international potential of automotives, Sloan expanded the company through exports (Buick
being especially successful with the Chinese moneyed class, paving the way for Buick’s
astounding success in that country in the most recent period), as well as through acquisitions.
By 1931, GM had acquired Vauxhall in the United Kingdom, Adam Opel AG in Germany, and
Holden in Australia.The 1930s saw generation after generation of increasingly beautiful, well-
crafted GM cars, all distinctive in appearance and performance while sharing common body
engineering and construction through GM’s body works, the Fisher Body division. This was an
early example of the successful application of “economies of scale,” achieved while maintaining
the all-important separate character and role of each GM division.While the 1930s were a
struggle, the advent of World War II in 1941 brought a sudden halt to automobile production as
U.S. industry as a whole turned to defense production, with GM at the forefront in the production
of military vehicles—both amphibious and land—diesel engines, and even aircraft. It was a
period when production skills, which GM already had in spades, mattered, and the only
customer was the U.S. war machine.In 1945, the atomic bomb ended World War II with an
exclamation point, and the corporation returned rapidly to civilian production. The nation had
been without a single new car since late 1941—the pent-up demand was huge; tooling of the
1942 models was dusted off, minor design changes were introduced to identify the cars as the
“all-new, postwar cars,” and the race for dominance in the U.S. car market was on.GM’s design
and engineering prowess was all-conquering. While other Detroit companies gradually fell by the
wayside or merged (Packard, Nash, and Hudson had all disappeared by the 1960s) and while
the other “Big Two,” Ford and Chrysler, produced some highly notable successes, there was
simply no overcoming the sheer brilliance of the cars produced by GM. They were brash,
exciting, chrome-laden, at times startling, as when Cadillac first introduced tail fins—inspired by
the Lockheed P—38 Lightning fighter aircraft—on its 1948 models. All the GM vehicles of this
era had beautiful proportions and simply radiated excellence. GM was the first, in the early
1940s, to introduce the fully automatic transmission, the Hydra-Matic, which Ford was forced to
buy while Chrysler struggled with a less capable and less sophisticated semiautomatic



unit.Flaunting its sure grip on America’s tastes, GM paraded new models and concept cars
around the country in “Motoramas,” live shows featuring music, talent, lights, motion, and
chrome to rival any Hollywood production. By now, the Harley Earl baton had been passed to the
even more talented (and flamboyant) Bill Mitchell, who, through talent, personality, and
astonishing displays of expensive personal haberdashery, became the incarnation of the
automotive designer: cocky, confident, disdainful of “marketing,” resisting the constraints of
“finance,” scheming to overcome the dictates of the engineers. Mitchell and his team became the
force that ran GM in the late 1950s through the ’60s. Talented young designers sought jobs at
GM Styling, because that’s where the great stuff happened!Audacious, seemingly impossible
dreams made it through to production under Mitchell, from the monstrous lateral fins on the
1959 Chevrolet to the aerodynamically useless vertical fins on the 1961 Cadillac. Was
everything in the best of taste, or with actual customer utility in mind? Of course not. Like
Mitchell himself, who had a lovably insolent and profane side to him, his operations at times
were greeted by headshaking among the country’s intellectual elite. But it didn’t matter: the
public adored what GM produced and demanded more of the same.GM launched ever more
desirable products, like the legendary Pontiac GTO, the Oldsmobile 442, the Buick Riviera, a
plethora of Cadillacs, and the sensational “tri-5” (1955, ’56, ’57) Chevrolets, the first of the brand
with a V8, which sold in record volumes, and have now achieved high-value collectible status.
Engines steadily became larger and more powerful. GM was usually triumphant in the
horsepower race, and the fact that these ultra heavy, overly powerful land yachts got only nine or
ten miles per gallon was of little concern with fuel prices at twenty-five cents per gallon—roughly,
as today, one-fourth what the rest of the world was paying. (Is it any wonder that the Europeans,
and later the Japanese, focused predominantly on smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles when
customers in their home markets were paying four times as much for fuel?) GM’s overseas
business was booming, too, as company resources were poured into Opel and Vauxhall in
Europe, and Holden in Australia.But the real GM domination took place here in the United
States. One out of every two vehicles sold was produced by a GM division. GM’s flashy designs,
and equally flashy designers, became an intrinsic part of the American culture of consumption,
newness, and “keeping up with the Joneses.” Whether it was the economy, the customers, the
dealers, or the suppliers, everyone benefited from GM’s success. Sure, some voiced concern
and resentment, and best-selling books, like Vance Packard’s The Waste Makers and John
Keats’s The Insolent Chariots, reflected a small but growing nucleus of concern over whether all
this arrogant opulence and the ever-shorter fashion cycle were really of benefit to society. But
these books were written by intellectual elitists . . . so who cared what they said?One incident
that caused GM lasting harm was a 1965 book by a young lawyer and consumer advocate by
the name of Ralph Nader. Unsafe at Any Speed accused the Corvair, different from other
American cars with its rear-engine design, of being inherently unstable and accident-prone.
Nader’s work gained huge notoriety and effectively shut down Corvair sales in the
mid-1960s.Unaccustomed to being dented by a lone ideologue, GM hired investigators to delve



into Nader’s personal life, seeking any salacious information that would silence him. But news of
the investigation leaked and caused a public outcry. In an effort at damage control, GM chairman
Jim Roche (not the most charismatic of figures, even on a good day) delivered an abject apology
to Nader. It was an epic low point in the company’s history; GM, for perhaps the first time, was
cast in the role of villain. This occurrence also lent credibility to the nascent “safety advocacy”
movement, costing GM more of the American public’s trust than the company realized at the
time.But it mattered not. GM still had 50 percent market share. In 1965 French national TV
produced a one-hour special on the globe-spanning power of GM. They titled it “GM, Le Budget
de la France” (“The budget of France”)—at the time, GM’s sales revenue exceeded the budget of
the French Republic.The unstoppable GM machine roared on, despite some increasingly
strident criticism. As the 1970s approached, GM’s top leadership spoke of the “60–60–60” plan,
meaning that GM would have 60 percent market share and GM stock would rise to $60 per
share, all by the time the core senior leadership turned sixty.It was not to happen.3The
Beginning of the EndIT’S HARD TO SAY EXACTLY WHEN, WHY, AND WHERE THINGS FIRST
WENT wrong. The company changed, as did the climate in which it operated. Certainly
government played a role, as did the media. Foreign competitors, a “fringe” at first, began
growing at the base of the mighty GM oak, with companies like BMW, Jaguar, and Mercedes
providing affluent American customers more prestige than the Cadillac, the erstwhile pinnacle of
automotive achievement.But, as a former employee (in the 1960s) and observer of the scene at
the time, I often refer to one of the key factors using the movie title The Empire Strikes Back. At
some point in the early to mid-1970s, power shifted within GM, both in terms of organization and
in terms of geography. To understand how and why, we need a little more history.In the heady
days of the 1950s and ’60s, the epicenter of power was in Warren, Michigan, in the GM Tech
Center. This is where Design, Engineering, and Advanced Research were situated. This is
where ideas were floated, radical designs were created, decisions to produce were made.
Finance and the all-powerful “Treasurer’s Office” (referred to as the “T.O.” within GM) were not
located in the Tech Center, nor even in the venerable GM Building in Detroit. Far from the real
action, Finance and T.O. were in New York, America’s financial capital. GM’s chairmen were
almost always alumni of the T.O.; they ran the finances and steered the (compliant) board of
directors. But the president and chief operating officer were always selected from the “hardware”
end, usually from Engineering. It would not be an exaggeration to say that the power to run the
car business resided principally with the president, with the hierarchically senior chairman
responding to the initiatives of the doers as well as counting and reallocating the vast sums of
money that GM’s successful product programs generated.And then there was Design, first
under Harley Earl, later under Bill Mitchell. These men were celebrities, as were their talented
subordinates. Earl had the ear of Alfred P. Sloan, routinely calling him to plead the reversal of
decisions deemed not in Styling’s best interest. Mitchell, Earl’s successor, further expanded the
influence and power of GM Styling (now called “Design”). Whether it involved cars, trucks, office
décor, building architecture, or corporate aircraft interiors, anything visible to the human eye and



associated with GM required the involvement and approval of Design. The epic GM pavilion at
the 1964 New York World’s Fair, unequalled in razzle-dazzle opulence before or since, was a
monument to the power of GM Design.Design’s amazing power was often wielded ruthlessly. Bill
Mitchell once walked into a Buick studio (located in the Warren complex) and discovered the
head of the Buick Division reviewing the full-scale clay model of one of “his” future Buicks.
Furious, Mitchell demanded to know why the division head had dared venture into his, Mitchell’s,
domain! The Buick executive, apparently a courageous sort, responded, “This is my studio. It
may be in your building, but the studio is mine. Buick pays all the expense; it comes out of my
budget. I have every right to be here!” Mitchell, momentarily nonplussed, stomped out, called his
finance guy, and asked if this was true. The keeper of the budgets told him that, yes, the
production studios, whether Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, Oldsmobile, or Cadillac, were all funded
by the divisions themselves. The so-called advanced studios, on the other hand, were on the
budget of GM Design and, therefore, Mitchell’s.Mitchell had a solution: he ordered the removal
of all work in progress from the division-financed production studios, and had the “clays,” with
the attendant designers and modelers, moved into the advanced areas. The next time the
general manager of the Buick Division showed up to review “his” Buick clay model, he found a
cavernous, empty room. Access to “Advanced” was, of course, denied. (Behavior like this did not
endear Design to the rest of the company.)In another act of naked hubris, Mitchell decided that
the Camaro, Firebird, and Corvette, the company’s trio of sports cars, did not “sound right.” They
were equipped with the company’s V8s, powerful and reliable, still revered to this day, but to
Mitchell’s discerning ear they didn’t sound as good as a Ferrari or Lamborghini V12. Unlike the
V8’s rumble, those engines produced a sound much like the rending of expensive fabric,
transitioning into a wonderful high-pitched wail at higher RPMs. Ferraris had the sound of
expensive hardware, and Mitchell wanted it. He talked to Engineering, who didn’t fully
understand, or want to understand, what Mitchell was saying.Mitchell, knowing all too well the
styling axiom “I hear you talking, but my ears can’t see,” decided that only a demonstration would
suffice. He dispatched an emissary to Maranello, Italy, to purchase a factory-fresh Ferrari V12 at
a cost, in today’s terms, of roughly $100,000. Upon its arrival, Mitchell’s small engineering staff—
yes, Design had engineers for just such purposes—set to removing the offending, vulgarly low-
class GM V8 from a Pontiac Firebird and replacing it with the carefully transplanted Ferrari
engine, by itself worth a multiple of the receiving car. This lucky Firebird, which exists to this day,
received some garish stylistic modifications and was dubbed “Pegasus.”Mitchell gathered his
peers from Engineering, triumphantly started the engine, and blipped the throttle, resulting in
decidedly un-Pontiac-like shrieks of high-pitched Euro-power. “That, gentlemen,” spoke Mitchell,
“is how a goddamn sports car is supposed to sound!” Point made—but Camaros and Firebirds
never did get V12s. Still, “Pegasus” was arguably Mitchell’s favorite among the many “special”
vehicles he and the other leading designers liked to drive.As you might expect, things weren’t
always quite so “ethically pristine” in Design at that time. It was quite possible for senior
designers and other key executives (in Mitchell’s good graces) to have major restorations



performed on their collector cars. Whether working on an old Auburn “boat-tail Speedster” or a
prewar German “Horch” cabriolet, the Design shops at the time were as good as today’s
restoration specialists, doing complete, frame-off mechanical and cosmetic refurbishments,
resulting in what the classic car trade calls “Condition 1” cars.Some of these GM-restored
vehicles are still regularly seen in major concours d’elegance. To be fair, it must be added that
audits performed years later led to the owners being billed laughably small sums for the work. (I
was a minor miscreant: Opel Design custom painted the racing fairing on my Honda CB-750
four-cylinder motorcycle. Luckily, I had left GM for BMW by the time the auditors showed up.) To
say that Design’s behavior rankled the more orderly elements in the company would be a crass
understatement.The “Empire” of finance, accounting, law and order, “the way a sound company
is run” . . . all these sensitivities were assaulted on a daily basis. It had to stop. The Empire struck
back! Mitchell was retired with full honors in 1977 and replaced by Irv Rybicki, a fine,
upstanding, seasoned design executive of modest demeanor who spoke reassuringly of fiscal
responsibility, teamwork, “design is just one link in the chain,” and other homilies that went down
like warm olive oil with the ascendant “professional managers.”No longer would the uneducated
public think that the vice president of design was the CEO. No longer would GM produce
flamboyant, impractical designs with crazy fins, menacing chrome grilles, and interiors out of a
Buck Rogers movie. No more grinning, expensively tailored chief designers on the covers of
magazines. No more “secret” or “no unauthorized entry” studios. Design was to be put in its
place; the era of the prima donnas was over.“These guys are just artists, for crissakes,” GM
execs declared. “They’re no more important than the guys who design shampoo bottles at
Procter & Gamble.” Design was to become “part of the system.” Design would no longer originate
a product, the way it did with the original Buick Riviera, which was dreamed up by the designers
as a premium Cadillac coupe. (Cadillac didn’t want it, so it was shopped around until Buick
wisely took it.)From now on, products would be initiated by Product Planning (a department
composed of recycled finance types); they would ferret out market segments and define exterior
dimensions and interior roominess to the millimeter. Engineering suddenly had a lot more say in
what went where, and Manufacturing weighed in massively on questions of ease of assembly
and number of stamping dies per panel. Instead of being originators, as in the old days, the
designers simply were told: “Here, we’ve decided what this car is going to be. How long the hood
is. Where the windshield touches down. We’ve defined all the roominess criteria. By the way, for
investment reasons, we’re going to share doors across divisions. We’ve done all the hard work,
so all we need from you is to wrap the whole thing, OK?”As a result, the system created
research-driven, focus-group guided, customer-optimized transportation devices, hamstrung in
countless ways, using a chassis too narrow here, wheels too small (but affordable!) there, and all
sharing too much with the other brands. At the end of the “creative” process, the designers were
now reduced to the equivalent of choosing the font for the list of ingredients on a tube of Crest.
Yes, order, discipline, predictability, ease of manufacture, affordable investment, low cost, and a
whole host of other desirable characteristics had been achieved now that the hegemony of



Design prima donnas had been vanquished. But it came at a terrible price: gone were the style
and flair that sparked such instant infatuation (dare we say lust?) in drivers, something that had
been the hallmark of the design-driven era. Waste, arrogance, and hubris are never desirable
characteristics, but the company rid itself of these at a terrible price. The ebullient, dynamic,
seductive volcano of creation had been transformed into a quiet mountain with a gently smoking
hole at the top, spewing forth mediocrity upon mediocrity. This shift to the predictable, so
seductive to the bean counters, destroyed the company’s ability to compete and conquer.But not
all wounds were self-inflicted.After the first fuel crisis in 1973, the federal government wisely
decided that America needed to conserve petroleum, the supply of which was firmly in the
hands of OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries). Unwisely, the government,
ever loath to withdraw a free lunch from the voting population, elected not to trust the market
mechanism, which would have dictated a gradual, annual increase in federal fuel taxes. Instead,
the burden was placed on the automotive industry, with draconian Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) targets that set a corporate sales-fleet average of 18 miles per gallon
beginning with the 1978 model year, and established a schedule for attaining a fleet average of
27.5 miles per gallon by 1985.These new fuel rules dealt a terrible blow to only the American
companies; the Japanese, with their then-exclusively small-car portfolios, were already
comfortably compliant with the new rules. In fact, they were left with enough leeway to start
moving up in size and performance while GM, Ford, and Chrysler were forced to go down in size
and performance over their entire product lines. A programmed, gradual rise in fuel taxation,
along the European model, would have caused consumers to think of the future consequences
of today’s purchase and would have provided a natural incentive to move down a notch, opting
for six cylinders instead of eight, midsize sedans instead of large. But this would have required
bipartisan cooperation and political courage, both historically absent in Congress.And so the Big
Three had to spend massively and quickly to downsize and lighten the entire fleet. Chrysler and
GM abandoned all rear-wheel-drive vehicles, while Ford managed to save one, offsetting the
negative effect of massive forced production of highly unprofitable small cars. GM, in a colossal
multibillion-dollar effort, transformed every one of its passenger cars from “framed” construction
to weight-saving unitized, from rear-wheel drive to front-wheel drive, and from V8s to V6s and
four cylinders (which meant changing all of the transmissions and drive systems that went with
them). It overwhelmed the engineering and design resources of even the world’s most powerful
automobile company, not to mention the many suppliers of all-new manufacturing equipment
and car components.The size of the effort was staggering. Chrysler nearly went under and was
saved only by Lee Iacocca and his successful effort to obtain federal loan guarantees. Ford
struggled and struggled. GM plowed on and launched all-new vehicles in every size it offered.
From the smallest Chevrolet to the largest (but now smaller) Cadillac, every part in every car was
new! When that much change occurs in such a short time, the probability of error grows
exponentially, and these hastily conceived cars were rife with problems, destroying, in two to
three years, a reputation for industry-leading quality that had been built over decades.My friend



and former colleague Jack Hazen retired several years ago as my finance chief in Product
Development. Jack lived through this CAFE era and, as it marked the turning point in GM’s
fortunes, it remained vividly burned in his memory. (Jack, it should be noted, was unusual
among corporate finance types in that he possessed a keen sense for the product.) Here is his
account:Prior to Pete Estes retiring, there were numerous “Product Deep Dives” with the chief
engineers, general managers, tech staff, and a finance rep (I attended these meetings for
Cadillac) from each division. The main goal was to establish the Product Program that would
cover the 1982 to 1985 time period and allow us to meet the CAFE standards—which, for GM,
required the biggest improvement due to our mix of large, luxury cars. The major discussion
point was whether to convert all the large, large-luxury, and personal-luxury cars to transverse
front-wheel drive (TFWD) or do RWD luxury versions of the current midsize RWD cars. Despite
the fact that the engineering community at the divisions expressed considerable concern about
their ability to do the conversion to transverse front-wheel drive by 1985 for all these cars, Pete
Estes said we needed to do it to meet the CAFE standards. Additionally, since GM was in much
better shape financially than Ford or Chrysler, who could not afford to do this, this dramatic move
would end up really putting GM in an even stronger leadership position in North America. At the
time, as I recall, we had about 44 percent market share in the U.S. Before he passed away, Pete
had stated in an interview that the decision to convert everything to transverse front-wheel drive
was a mistake.This, of course, ended up being one of the worst decisions from a product
leadership standpoint due to a couple of major factors:• The infamous four-speed transverse
front-wheel drive automatic transmission (THM440) to be used in these cars was only on paper
at the time (1979) and would eventually go into production without proper validation and fail at
very high rates, often two or three times during the first customer life with the car. This was the
biggest problem, but there were some other product issues, too, as these cars were all new, and
GM had little experience with the transverse front-wheel-drive layout. Relative to the QRD
(quality, reliability, durability) problems GM had with all the new automatic transmissions in the
1980s, starting with the X-car, I asked Alex Mair (Group VP, GM Technical Staffs) later in the
1980s as to how GM could have gone from a company that was the automotive leader in
automatic transmissions to having all these problems starting with the new automatics in the late
’70s and early ’80s. He said the biggest factor was that we had allowed a lot of the old automatic
transmission engineers (with tribal knowledge) to retire in the mid-1970s when the first oil
embargo happened.In this timeframe (1979), when this decision was made, the new transverse
front-wheel-drive compact X-cars were just being introduced, and we were unaware of all the
QRD issues that we would discover on this first iteration of transverse front-wheel drive (e.g.,
steering gear “morning sickness”—a quasilockup of the steering on cold mornings, air
conditioning compressor issues, radiator failures, and on and on).The other major issue was the
design of these vehicles, as they were so much smaller than the previous large/luxury cars that
there was some consumer push back and, in the case of Cadillac, we lost a lot of customers to
Lincoln. However, they actually sold quite well until the quality issues started to surface, and then



customers fled in droves to the Lincoln Town Car. From a styling standpoint, the significant
mistake was reducing the overall length of the DeVille/Fleetwood to 195 inches. Design had
done a clay model that was about 200 inches long. It looked great! Engineering said we couldn’t
get the fuel economy/performance with this larger size, and so they literally chopped four inches
off the rear of the car. We, of course, later added that back on in 1988–89. The large luxury cars
were initially targeted for V6 engines no bigger than 3.1 liters.At this time in the design, Pete
Estes had retired and, as I recall, Irv Rybicki did not fight this decision or direction from the
engineering community. Wayne Kady, who was the chief exterior designer for Cadillac, thought it
was a terrible decision. I think if Pete Estes and/or Bill Mitchell had been there, things might have
turned out different because the proportions did not look right. In all fairness, at the time, the
feeling was that we should err on the side that “smaller” is better. Additionally, we were
somewhat a victim of that first downsizing of our cars in the late ’70s. While the Sales and
Marketing guys were all concerned about the downsizing at the time, it was somewhat a
nonevent, and GM gained share in the late ’70s.• The other major disaster was on the new
TFWD personal luxury cars (i.e., Eldorado, Seville, Toronado, and Riviera). The various (LFWD)
that we produced from 1979 to 1985 basically required two shifts and maximum overtime for the
six years they were produced. We printed money with these cars, and the divisions fought about
allocations of production volume for six years! With the new downsized TFWD versions, we
could hardly keep one shift going. Again, a major drop in market share and profits.Everyone had
concerns that we had gone too far in downsizing these cars, and even though the divisions
raised concerns, Jim McDonald said we were going forward. He did allow the program to be
delayed one year in order to fit the Cadillac V8 in the Eldorado/Seville, which required widening
all of them by three inches. Of course, as you know, we ended up redoing those three years after
they came out to make them bigger and more stylish/better proportions, but it was almost too
late.One interesting point about this program: Design had actually proposed the Eldorado and
Seville could share more panels. We had money for all specific panels, but Design felt that we
could share deck lids, hoods, and front fenders on the two cars. I can’t recall how much of this
was driven by Irv, but given the challenges to come up with a dramatic design for the Seville, I
can’t imagine Mitchell supporting this. Irv was definitely more finance-oriented than the previous
design leaders, but whether this in the end was the best overall business approach could be
debated.Look-alike cars haunted us during the 1980s and caused a question about GM’s
product design leadership that, I am sure, hurt us somewhat in market share but not anywhere
near the magnitude that the quality issues did—mainly because our interiors were still pretty
good compared to the competition at that time.3The Beginning of the EndIT’S HARD TO SAY
EXACTLY WHEN, WHY, AND WHERE THINGS FIRST WENT wrong. The company changed,
as did the climate in which it operated. Certainly government played a role, as did the media.
Foreign competitors, a “fringe” at first, began growing at the base of the mighty GM oak, with
companies like BMW, Jaguar, and Mercedes providing affluent American customers more
prestige than the Cadillac, the erstwhile pinnacle of automotive achievement.But, as a former



employee (in the 1960s) and observer of the scene at the time, I often refer to one of the key
factors using the movie title The Empire Strikes Back. At some point in the early to mid-1970s,
power shifted within GM, both in terms of organization and in terms of geography. To understand
how and why, we need a little more history.In the heady days of the 1950s and ’60s, the
epicenter of power was in Warren, Michigan, in the GM Tech Center. This is where Design,
Engineering, and Advanced Research were situated. This is where ideas were floated, radical
designs were created, decisions to produce were made. Finance and the all-powerful
“Treasurer’s Office” (referred to as the “T.O.” within GM) were not located in the Tech Center, nor
even in the venerable GM Building in Detroit. Far from the real action, Finance and T.O. were in
New York, America’s financial capital. GM’s chairmen were almost always alumni of the T.O.;
they ran the finances and steered the (compliant) board of directors. But the president and chief
operating officer were always selected from the “hardware” end, usually from Engineering. It
would not be an exaggeration to say that the power to run the car business resided principally
with the president, with the hierarchically senior chairman responding to the initiatives of the
doers as well as counting and reallocating the vast sums of money that GM’s successful product
programs generated.And then there was Design, first under Harley Earl, later under Bill Mitchell.
These men were celebrities, as were their talented subordinates. Earl had the ear of Alfred P.
Sloan, routinely calling him to plead the reversal of decisions deemed not in Styling’s best
interest. Mitchell, Earl’s successor, further expanded the influence and power of GM Styling
(now called “Design”). Whether it involved cars, trucks, office décor, building architecture, or
corporate aircraft interiors, anything visible to the human eye and associated with GM required
the involvement and approval of Design. The epic GM pavilion at the 1964 New York World’s
Fair, unequalled in razzle-dazzle opulence before or since, was a monument to the power of GM
Design.Design’s amazing power was often wielded ruthlessly. Bill Mitchell once walked into a
Buick studio (located in the Warren complex) and discovered the head of the Buick Division
reviewing the full-scale clay model of one of “his” future Buicks. Furious, Mitchell demanded to
know why the division head had dared venture into his, Mitchell’s, domain! The Buick executive,
apparently a courageous sort, responded, “This is my studio. It may be in your building, but the
studio is mine. Buick pays all the expense; it comes out of my budget. I have every right to be
here!” Mitchell, momentarily nonplussed, stomped out, called his finance guy, and asked if this
was true. The keeper of the budgets told him that, yes, the production studios, whether
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, Oldsmobile, or Cadillac, were all funded by the divisions themselves.
The so-called advanced studios, on the other hand, were on the budget of GM Design and,
therefore, Mitchell’s.Mitchell had a solution: he ordered the removal of all work in progress from
the division-financed production studios, and had the “clays,” with the attendant designers and
modelers, moved into the advanced areas. The next time the general manager of the Buick
Division showed up to review “his” Buick clay model, he found a cavernous, empty room. Access
to “Advanced” was, of course, denied. (Behavior like this did not endear Design to the rest of the
company.)In another act of naked hubris, Mitchell decided that the Camaro, Firebird, and



Corvette, the company’s trio of sports cars, did not “sound right.” They were equipped with the
company’s V8s, powerful and reliable, still revered to this day, but to Mitchell’s discerning ear
they didn’t sound as good as a Ferrari or Lamborghini V12. Unlike the V8’s rumble, those
engines produced a sound much like the rending of expensive fabric, transitioning into a
wonderful high-pitched wail at higher RPMs. Ferraris had the sound of expensive hardware, and
Mitchell wanted it. He talked to Engineering, who didn’t fully understand, or want to understand,
what Mitchell was saying.Mitchell, knowing all too well the styling axiom “I hear you talking, but
my ears can’t see,” decided that only a demonstration would suffice. He dispatched an emissary
to Maranello, Italy, to purchase a factory-fresh Ferrari V12 at a cost, in today’s terms, of roughly
$100,000. Upon its arrival, Mitchell’s small engineering staff—yes, Design had engineers for just
such purposes—set to removing the offending, vulgarly low-class GM V8 from a Pontiac Firebird
and replacing it with the carefully transplanted Ferrari engine, by itself worth a multiple of the
receiving car. This lucky Firebird, which exists to this day, received some garish stylistic
modifications and was dubbed “Pegasus.”Mitchell gathered his peers from Engineering,
triumphantly started the engine, and blipped the throttle, resulting in decidedly un-Pontiac-like
shrieks of high-pitched Euro-power. “That, gentlemen,” spoke Mitchell, “is how a goddamn
sports car is supposed to sound!” Point made—but Camaros and Firebirds never did get V12s.
Still, “Pegasus” was arguably Mitchell’s favorite among the many “special” vehicles he and the
other leading designers liked to drive.As you might expect, things weren’t always quite so
“ethically pristine” in Design at that time. It was quite possible for senior designers and other key
executives (in Mitchell’s good graces) to have major restorations performed on their collector
cars. Whether working on an old Auburn “boat-tail Speedster” or a prewar German “Horch”
cabriolet, the Design shops at the time were as good as today’s restoration specialists, doing
complete, frame-off mechanical and cosmetic refurbishments, resulting in what the classic car
trade calls “Condition 1” cars.Some of these GM-restored vehicles are still regularly seen in
major concours d’elegance. To be fair, it must be added that audits performed years later led to
the owners being billed laughably small sums for the work. (I was a minor miscreant: Opel
Design custom painted the racing fairing on my Honda CB-750 four-cylinder motorcycle. Luckily,
I had left GM for BMW by the time the auditors showed up.) To say that Design’s behavior
rankled the more orderly elements in the company would be a crass understatement.The
“Empire” of finance, accounting, law and order, “the way a sound company is run” . . . all these
sensitivities were assaulted on a daily basis. It had to stop. The Empire struck back! Mitchell was
retired with full honors in 1977 and replaced by Irv Rybicki, a fine, upstanding, seasoned design
executive of modest demeanor who spoke reassuringly of fiscal responsibility, teamwork,
“design is just one link in the chain,” and other homilies that went down like warm olive oil with
the ascendant “professional managers.”No longer would the uneducated public think that the
vice president of design was the CEO. No longer would GM produce flamboyant, impractical
designs with crazy fins, menacing chrome grilles, and interiors out of a Buck Rogers movie. No
more grinning, expensively tailored chief designers on the covers of magazines. No more



“secret” or “no unauthorized entry” studios. Design was to be put in its place; the era of the prima
donnas was over.“These guys are just artists, for crissakes,” GM execs declared. “They’re no
more important than the guys who design shampoo bottles at Procter & Gamble.” Design was to
become “part of the system.” Design would no longer originate a product, the way it did with the
original Buick Riviera, which was dreamed up by the designers as a premium Cadillac coupe.
(Cadillac didn’t want it, so it was shopped around until Buick wisely took it.)From now on,
products would be initiated by Product Planning (a department composed of recycled finance
types); they would ferret out market segments and define exterior dimensions and interior
roominess to the millimeter. Engineering suddenly had a lot more say in what went where, and
Manufacturing weighed in massively on questions of ease of assembly and number of stamping
dies per panel. Instead of being originators, as in the old days, the designers simply were told:
“Here, we’ve decided what this car is going to be. How long the hood is. Where the windshield
touches down. We’ve defined all the roominess criteria. By the way, for investment reasons,
we’re going to share doors across divisions. We’ve done all the hard work, so all we need from
you is to wrap the whole thing, OK?”As a result, the system created research-driven, focus-
group guided, customer-optimized transportation devices, hamstrung in countless ways, using a
chassis too narrow here, wheels too small (but affordable!) there, and all sharing too much with
the other brands. At the end of the “creative” process, the designers were now reduced to the
equivalent of choosing the font for the list of ingredients on a tube of Crest. Yes, order, discipline,
predictability, ease of manufacture, affordable investment, low cost, and a whole host of other
desirable characteristics had been achieved now that the hegemony of Design prima donnas
had been vanquished. But it came at a terrible price: gone were the style and flair that sparked
such instant infatuation (dare we say lust?) in drivers, something that had been the hallmark of
the design-driven era. Waste, arrogance, and hubris are never desirable characteristics, but the
company rid itself of these at a terrible price. The ebullient, dynamic, seductive volcano of
creation had been transformed into a quiet mountain with a gently smoking hole at the top,
spewing forth mediocrity upon mediocrity. This shift to the predictable, so seductive to the bean
counters, destroyed the company’s ability to compete and conquer.But not all wounds were self-
inflicted.After the first fuel crisis in 1973, the federal government wisely decided that America
needed to conserve petroleum, the supply of which was firmly in the hands of OPEC
(Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries). Unwisely, the government, ever loath to
withdraw a free lunch from the voting population, elected not to trust the market mechanism,
which would have dictated a gradual, annual increase in federal fuel taxes. Instead, the burden
was placed on the automotive industry, with draconian Corporate Average Fuel Economy
(CAFE) targets that set a corporate sales-fleet average of 18 miles per gallon beginning with the
1978 model year, and established a schedule for attaining a fleet average of 27.5 miles per
gallon by 1985.These new fuel rules dealt a terrible blow to only the American companies; the
Japanese, with their then-exclusively small-car portfolios, were already comfortably compliant
with the new rules. In fact, they were left with enough leeway to start moving up in size and



performance while GM, Ford, and Chrysler were forced to go down in size and performance
over their entire product lines. A programmed, gradual rise in fuel taxation, along the European
model, would have caused consumers to think of the future consequences of today’s purchase
and would have provided a natural incentive to move down a notch, opting for six cylinders
instead of eight, midsize sedans instead of large. But this would have required bipartisan
cooperation and political courage, both historically absent in Congress.And so the Big Three
had to spend massively and quickly to downsize and lighten the entire fleet. Chrysler and GM
abandoned all rear-wheel-drive vehicles, while Ford managed to save one, offsetting the
negative effect of massive forced production of highly unprofitable small cars. GM, in a colossal
multibillion-dollar effort, transformed every one of its passenger cars from “framed” construction
to weight-saving unitized, from rear-wheel drive to front-wheel drive, and from V8s to V6s and
four cylinders (which meant changing all of the transmissions and drive systems that went with
them). It overwhelmed the engineering and design resources of even the world’s most powerful
automobile company, not to mention the many suppliers of all-new manufacturing equipment
and car components.The size of the effort was staggering. Chrysler nearly went under and was
saved only by Lee Iacocca and his successful effort to obtain federal loan guarantees. Ford
struggled and struggled. GM plowed on and launched all-new vehicles in every size it offered.
From the smallest Chevrolet to the largest (but now smaller) Cadillac, every part in every car was
new! When that much change occurs in such a short time, the probability of error grows
exponentially, and these hastily conceived cars were rife with problems, destroying, in two to
three years, a reputation for industry-leading quality that had been built over decades.My friend
and former colleague Jack Hazen retired several years ago as my finance chief in Product
Development. Jack lived through this CAFE era and, as it marked the turning point in GM’s
fortunes, it remained vividly burned in his memory. (Jack, it should be noted, was unusual
among corporate finance types in that he possessed a keen sense for the product.) Here is his
account:Prior to Pete Estes retiring, there were numerous “Product Deep Dives” with the chief
engineers, general managers, tech staff, and a finance rep (I attended these meetings for
Cadillac) from each division. The main goal was to establish the Product Program that would
cover the 1982 to 1985 time period and allow us to meet the CAFE standards—which, for GM,
required the biggest improvement due to our mix of large, luxury cars. The major discussion
point was whether to convert all the large, large-luxury, and personal-luxury cars to transverse
front-wheel drive (TFWD) or do RWD luxury versions of the current midsize RWD cars. Despite
the fact that the engineering community at the divisions expressed considerable concern about
their ability to do the conversion to transverse front-wheel drive by 1985 for all these cars, Pete
Estes said we needed to do it to meet the CAFE standards. Additionally, since GM was in much
better shape financially than Ford or Chrysler, who could not afford to do this, this dramatic move
would end up really putting GM in an even stronger leadership position in North America. At the
time, as I recall, we had about 44 percent market share in the U.S. Before he passed away, Pete
had stated in an interview that the decision to convert everything to transverse front-wheel drive



was a mistake.This, of course, ended up being one of the worst decisions from a product
leadership standpoint due to a couple of major factors:• The infamous four-speed transverse
front-wheel drive automatic transmission (THM440) to be used in these cars was only on paper
at the time (1979) and would eventually go into production without proper validation and fail at
very high rates, often two or three times during the first customer life with the car. This was the
biggest problem, but there were some other product issues, too, as these cars were all new, and
GM had little experience with the transverse front-wheel-drive layout. Relative to the QRD
(quality, reliability, durability) problems GM had with all the new automatic transmissions in the
1980s, starting with the X-car, I asked Alex Mair (Group VP, GM Technical Staffs) later in the
1980s as to how GM could have gone from a company that was the automotive leader in
automatic transmissions to having all these problems starting with the new automatics in the late
’70s and early ’80s. He said the biggest factor was that we had allowed a lot of the old automatic
transmission engineers (with tribal knowledge) to retire in the mid-1970s when the first oil
embargo happened.In this timeframe (1979), when this decision was made, the new transverse
front-wheel-drive compact X-cars were just being introduced, and we were unaware of all the
QRD issues that we would discover on this first iteration of transverse front-wheel drive (e.g.,
steering gear “morning sickness”—a quasilockup of the steering on cold mornings, air
conditioning compressor issues, radiator failures, and on and on).The other major issue was the
design of these vehicles, as they were so much smaller than the previous large/luxury cars that
there was some consumer push back and, in the case of Cadillac, we lost a lot of customers to
Lincoln. However, they actually sold quite well until the quality issues started to surface, and then
customers fled in droves to the Lincoln Town Car. From a styling standpoint, the significant
mistake was reducing the overall length of the DeVille/Fleetwood to 195 inches. Design had
done a clay model that was about 200 inches long. It looked great! Engineering said we couldn’t
get the fuel economy/performance with this larger size, and so they literally chopped four inches
off the rear of the car. We, of course, later added that back on in 1988–89. The large luxury cars
were initially targeted for V6 engines no bigger than 3.1 liters.At this time in the design, Pete
Estes had retired and, as I recall, Irv Rybicki did not fight this decision or direction from the
engineering community. Wayne Kady, who was the chief exterior designer for Cadillac, thought it
was a terrible decision. I think if Pete Estes and/or Bill Mitchell had been there, things might have
turned out different because the proportions did not look right. In all fairness, at the time, the
feeling was that we should err on the side that “smaller” is better. Additionally, we were
somewhat a victim of that first downsizing of our cars in the late ’70s. While the Sales and
Marketing guys were all concerned about the downsizing at the time, it was somewhat a
nonevent, and GM gained share in the late ’70s.• The other major disaster was on the new
TFWD personal luxury cars (i.e., Eldorado, Seville, Toronado, and Riviera). The various (LFWD)
that we produced from 1979 to 1985 basically required two shifts and maximum overtime for the
six years they were produced. We printed money with these cars, and the divisions fought about
allocations of production volume for six years! With the new downsized TFWD versions, we



could hardly keep one shift going. Again, a major drop in market share and profits.Everyone had
concerns that we had gone too far in downsizing these cars, and even though the divisions
raised concerns, Jim McDonald said we were going forward. He did allow the program to be
delayed one year in order to fit the Cadillac V8 in the Eldorado/Seville, which required widening
all of them by three inches. Of course, as you know, we ended up redoing those three years after
they came out to make them bigger and more stylish/better proportions, but it was almost too
late.One interesting point about this program: Design had actually proposed the Eldorado and
Seville could share more panels. We had money for all specific panels, but Design felt that we
could share deck lids, hoods, and front fenders on the two cars. I can’t recall how much of this
was driven by Irv, but given the challenges to come up with a dramatic design for the Seville, I
can’t imagine Mitchell supporting this. Irv was definitely more finance-oriented than the previous
design leaders, but whether this in the end was the best overall business approach could be
debated.Look-alike cars haunted us during the 1980s and caused a question about GM’s
product design leadership that, I am sure, hurt us somewhat in market share but not anywhere
near the magnitude that the quality issues did—mainly because our interiors were still pretty
good compared to the competition at that time.
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O. Halabieh, “Product Focus is Pinnacle!. This book is an account of Bob Lutz's stint at General
Motors from 2001 t0 2010. When he joined GM, he did so with the following intent and strategy:
"Phase I. Exert my influence to improve products already in the pipeline and use my
communication skills and reputation with the media to have them seen in the best possible light.
Phase Two. Lead the creation of the future portfolio: cars and trucks of unsurpassed design
excellence and characteristics. Cars and trucks so good, so desirable, that customers would pay
full price and wait for delivery if necessary. Phase Three. Permanently change the culture of the
company, especially around design, planning, and engineering, in such a way that mediocrity (or
the dreaded adjective "lackluster," so frequently applied to new GM cars) would be permanently
banished."A common theme in the book - and as eluded to in the title - is the role of the over-
analytical wave of thinking (primarily driven by MBA's) which was a contributing factor to the
demise of GM. Bob also covers the other factors, that led to the eventual Chapter-11 filing,
including rising fuel prices, staggering health insurance costs etc.A very insightful book on the
dynamics of the automobile industry both in the US and globally, as well as on leadership,
management and execution. The lessons learned can be easily extended to various other
industries - which to varying degrees have or are experiencing similar challenges in their
respective domains. A recommended read!Below are key excerpts from the book that I found
particularly insightful:1- "It's time to stop the dominance of the number crunchers, living in their
perfect, predictable, financially projected world (who fail, time and again), and give the reins to
the "product guys" (of either gender), those with vision and passion for the customers and their
product or service...With the advice and support of their bean counters, absolutely, but with the
final word going to those who live and breathe the customer experience. Passion and drive for
excellence will win over the computer-like, dispassionate, analysis-driven philosophy every
time."2- "When a major competitot has a systemic cost advantage of that magnitude, he can use
it in various ways: - increase marketing spending, -underprice his competitor, -add more
features, quality, and luxury to his product, -increase profitability, enabling a faster product
renewal cycle. The Japanese did it all!"3- "Health care costs grew and grew, accelerated, as
always,by America's unique "contingent fee" legal system, whereby the penniless victim can see
justice done by hiring a lawyer who is willing to help "for free" in exchange for a percentage of a
possible settlement. Noble intent, but that's not how it turned out...These wasteful procedures
and their attendant costs are all due to our (unique to America) "contingent fee" legal system,
which results in our health care being the most expensive in the world while at the same time not
necessarily the best."4- "By no means am I suggesting that the media's reverse chauvinism
(loving "foreign" more than "domestic") was the leading cause of GM's decline, but together with
worker wages and benefits at unaffordable levels, crippling health care costs, and government
regulation that caused seismic upheaval in manufacturing and engineering, it created an
environment with no margin for error, where only the most astute leadership could prevail. As we



have seen, and as the following will abundantly demonstrate, GM's leaders were not up to this
admittedly monumental task."5- "The company cared about...minimizing cost and maximizing
revenue - but assumed that the customer desire for the product was a given...I maintain that
without a passionate focus on great products from the top of the company on down, the "low
cost" part will be assured but the "high revenue" part won't happen, just as it didn't at GM for so
many years."6- "Meanwhile, Ford and Chrysler, the poorer cousins, focused on the Japanese
model: don't create new plats unless necessary, automate only where absolutely needed for
quality or worker fatigue, seek the optimum blend of humans and machines. It worked, just as
decades later it's working for GM as well as it ever worked for Toyota."7- "Without question, the
brand management approach works in the world of soap, toothpaste, and cleaning supplies. The
error lies in transposing it to cards, which every one of the former consumer products CEOs tried
to do. Here's where it goes awry: a brand manager in the car business can't do a small test
batch. Changing the design or engineering of a car consumes hundred of millions of dollars and
three years. And the federal government doesn't care whether it's a test batch or not; every car
model, regardless of production volume, must be fully certified from an emissions and safety
standpoint. Unlike a Crest toothpaste tube, these cars, assuming a negative test outcome, will
hang around as worthless orphans for years."8- "Strongly held beliefs:1) The best corporate
culture is the one that produces, over time, the best results for shareholders.2) Product portfolio
creation is partly disciplined planning, but partly spontaneous, inspired, all-new thinking.3)
There are no significant, unfilled "Consumer Needs" in the U.S. car and truck market (except in
the commercial arena).4) The VLEs must be the tough gatekeepers on program cost, content,
and investment levels.5) Much of today's content is useless in terms of triggering purchase
decisions.6) Design's role needs to be greater.7) Complexity-reduction is a noble goal, but it is
not an overriding corporate goal.8) We all need to question things that inhibit our drive for
exceptional "turn-on" products.9) It's better to have Manufacturing lose ground in the Harbour
Report, building high net-margin vehicles with many more hours, than bieng best in the world
building low-hour vehicles that we take a loss on.10) Remember the Bob Lutz motto: "Often
wrong, but seldom in doubt."9- "Product Planning was another area mirrored in a morass of
data, attempting to find a quantitative, reliable, repeatable way to come up with hit products. As
with everything else at GM, the approach had sterling intellectual credentials, but in a world
driven by a whim, fashion, and fluctuating fuel prices, it just didn't work."10- "The company
struggled with the concept of global budgets cutting through regional lines...Running a company
by region is fine for many industries but no longer optimal for car companies. You have to go
global, with the regions reduced to marketing and PR entities, as is the case with the Japanese,
Koreans, and Germans in the United States."11- "...Of Course, my recipe had called for a
gradual rise over time, not an overnight doubling. The gasoline sticker shock (due to the only
partially explicable sudden rise in the price of a barrel of crude) had an even more profound
effect on our fortunes than the financial crisis, because GM's buyer group was hit the hardest.
With Chevrolet and GMC, we were the nation's leading producers of full-size pickup trucks...,



and the market was imploding. Pickups are the preferred vehicles of tradesmen such as
carpenters, plumbers, and electricians, and their work had evaporated along with new housing
starts."12- "Making GM more open, more human, more accessible, and thus more likeable is the
last, great unfinished task."13- "...Why did Sir Richard Branson (and others), with no higher
education at all, succeed so brilliantly in both the airline and music businesses? The simple
answer is: they have a blissful lack of awareness of the analytical science of business.
Uninfected by the MBA virus, they simply strive to offer a better product, one that delights the
customer. They control costs, of course. And they tolerate a necessary level of bureaucracy. It's
essential. But the focus is on the product or service...thus, the customer. American business
needs to throw the intellectuals out and get back to business!"14- "Astonishingly, in this critical
product creation area, where the future of the car company hands in the balance, the much-
scorned autocratic style of management works well, and numerous success stories confirm
it.The big proviso, of course, is that the autocrat must be so steeped in the car business, and
have so much taste, skill, intuition, and sense for the customer, as to be nearly infallible."15-
"The job of the CEO is, in large part, making sure the company is seen in favorable light. False
beliefs and unjust accusations need to be tackled, not left to fester in the files of the media, to be
pulled out when another negative story is due. I do not see the media, or media exposure, as a
negative. A frank, open, and candid approach, with lots of easy access to the CEO, is a winning
strategy."16- "In a sense, the decline, failure, and rebirth of General Motors is simply a metaphor
for what is happening to the whole United States. The days of absolute industrial and economic
dominance that we took for granted and assumed would go on forever are over. They have been
over for some time; we just didn't notice it...As a country, we need to go through this painful
collective Chapter 11-like experience. For a time, we need to put the "American Dream" of ever-
more, ever-bigger, ever-richer on hold as we grapple with the reality that we are, on balance, far
less competitive than we need to be."”

WGA, “Book was in excellent condition!. Received the book quickly. It was packaged very well.
The book was in excellent condition, like new.”

Emc2, “A must read business case, regardless of Mr. Lutz controversial political points of view.
Definitively a book for car fans, but surprisingly, the author managed to deliver a very
comprehensive and typical Harvard-like business case. Therefore, do not let Mr. Lutz
controversial political points of view get in the way (such as his simplistic argument for
dismissing the relevance of global warming). Among his bias in favor of the Big Three
(opposition to fuel economy targets) you will be surprised that he would have supported a
gradual annual increase in federal fuel taxes instead of CAFE standards.I am not a car buff, but
very interested in green cars and sustainable mobility. I decided to read this book just because I
was intrigued about Bob Lutz key role in the conception, development and market lunch of the
first mass production plug-in hybrid, the Chevrolet Volt. The book devotes an entire chapter to



the Volt, which is very interesting but quite short (the book 
  
Chevrolet Volt: Charging into the Future

  
  
is much more comprehensive) .Nevertheless, what really captivated me was Mr. Lutz analysis
of what had happened to the U.S. competitiveness and why the country and most of its big
corporations are declining to the point that he believes the days of American industrial and
economic dominance are over, but "we just didn't notice it." Also very interesting is his criticism
of the role played in GM by its elite business school graduates and corporate leaders whose
priority is short term financial reward and quarterly earnings targets that has become a quest for
greater profitability. Lutz considers them responsible for completely derailing GM from its original
goal of providing superior value to its customers, and the result was a decline that ended up in
the 2008 bankruptcy filing and GM government supported rebirth. He considers this is a
phenomena that has been affecting not only GM but also many other US giant corporations that
have lost sight of their real and long term business goals.Lutz explains that there have been an
obsession among American businesses to contract brilliant MBAs with GPA of at least 3.5, so
that U.S. corporations "went into the IQ accumulation business." An intellectual approach to
business and a lot of analytical tools taught by high ranking American Business Schools, have
resulted in extensive use of these sophisticated tools and techniques applied to finance,
product research, marketing, human resources, and many other aspects of the company
administrative tasks . Also, a lot of time is wasted in developing "Missions, Values, and Goals",
winning strategies, scenario planning, cost control, and other non-value added activities.
Unfortunately, as explained by Mr. Lutz, this approach has left aside simplicity, common sense
and core functions such creativity, innovation, and product design, as key decisions are taking
by the bean counters not the mechanics, the engineers and the creative people in the
organization who are the ones who really have the know-how about the products. Not
surprisingly, short term profit seeking and the same type of analytical MBA approach did not
allow the financial geniuses that run the sophisticated financial models foresee the catastrophic
2008 financial crash. Indeed Mr. Lutz makes a very good case of why American firms are losing
their competitive edge.I do recommend this book to business students. Also, for those interested
in the business aspect of this book, the recently published biography of 



  
Steve Jobs

  
  
by Walter Isaacson offers an excellent complementary reading about a company (Apple) that
really cares about the product and its customers rather than being concerned about short term
profits and where the role of bean counters is limited. Another good example is presented by
Howard Schultz in 
  
Onward: How Starbucks Fought for Its Life without Losing Its Soul

  
  
. These two books present real examples of successful companies that care about innovation
and the quality of the product or service they provide to their customers, exactly what Bob Lutz
is advocating.”

John D. Meachen, “A GM outsider looks inside after an invitation to join GM. A slightly rueful
account of the authors time at the highest level of the former largest car company in the
world.He describes the way the bean counters constrained things and held the company from
moving forward as it would have had the technical capacity to do.His attitude to the customers
seems to be similar to the philosophy of the film Field of Dreams-if you build great cars,the
customers will come.He shows respect for the technical competence of the people given the job
of getting cars built and out of the factory and is less enthused about short term boosting of the
GM share price.As a Brit,the story seems all too familiar and GM have given up in Europe now.”



Olly Buxton, “Real men don't pump PowerPoints. Bob Lutz belongs to a dying breed which will
be missed when it's gone. Garrulous, opinionated, politically incorrect and unstintingly frank, it's
hard to see how he ever made it in corporate America, and harder yet to see how his like will
ever make it again.More is the pity is my assessment and, for that matter, his too.Over a long
career Lutz has held senior positions at all the big US automobile manufacturers and at least
one European one. The closest he came to outright CEO was an eight year spell as Vice
Chairman at General Motors from 2000 until its filing for Bankruptcy Protection in 2008.This
book - Lutz' second - entertainingly recounts that period and GM's corporate history leading up
to it; a history, in Lutz' telling, organised around the theory that GM was, from its heyday in the
1950s and 1960s, laid low by the cult of Total Quality Management.I must declare something of
an interest: I work in an industry, and for an organisation, suffering a similar blight. Lutz'
passionate peroration rang resonantly with me.Now, of course, everyone believes things aren't
quite what they used to be. But even without knowing much about cars it's hard to argue that any
vehicle in GM's 1998 fleet could bear favourable comparison with a '57 Chevvy, a '65 GTO or a
'68 Camaro.By 1998 the fall from grace was complete. Lutz identifies a number of factors at
work. Some have the air of hobby horses environmental skepticism) and bete noires (Toyota,
and the "left wing" media's love affair with it); many go against the political grain and are
expressed indelicately (if entertainingly) enough to prompt those who wish to, to write the book
off altogether: pooh-poohing concerns about the melting ice cap, Lutz remarks "Hello! Polar
Bears can swim!"Many, however, are insightful and benefit greatly in their expression from Lutz'
direct approach. Lutz writes simply, clearly, and with great humour.Chief among his targets, as
the book's title suggests, is the cult of the management consultancy which has swept the world
since the summer of love. The relentless drive towards cost cutting, commoditisation, brand
segmentation and regularisation - all things, Lutz concedes, which have their place in a well-run
organisation - at the expense of product excellence, instead of in support of it (a component of
product excellence is reliability and value for money, after all) is the operating cause of GM's
long decline and fall.Lutz' anecdotes are never less than hilarious as they illustrate how process
and efficiency was allowed to drown out all other components, including not just design and
style but product quality itself. A $25,000 investment cannot be branded and flogged the same
way a toothpaste can, and as long as the predominant management ethos is that it can (for
decades GM assumed their customers chiefly wanted a low-cost means of conveyance from
points A to B, and that anything more was a nice-to-have), the management strategy is bound to
fail. For in that scenario GM is competing with the second hand car market, a fight it simply
cannot win. And nor did it.Product excellence, Lutz argues compellingly, must be the overriding
goal to which all other endeavours are aligned. Product line rationalisation is always justified if it
permits greater focus of resources on better quality product. This is no more than a codification
of the 80:20 rule. Somehow, with TQM, this truism of capital production was lost in the
PowerPoint miasma.Lutz is equally perspicacious on the subject of regulation, and he isn't quite
the gas-guzzling scorched earther you might expect. the sine qua non of GM's trouble was



Government political weakness in response to the 1970s fuel crisis. Instead of doing what every
other developed nation had long since done, and imposing taxes at the pumps to constrain
demand, congress took the politically convenient measure of constraining supply, by imposing
draconian constraints on engine capacity and configuration. Having for a generation enjoyed
pump prices a quarter of those anywhere else in the world, US manufacturers suddenly found
themselves having to drastically retool, redesign and reconfigure their entire fleets, by regulatory
fiat, whereas their European and Japanese competitors, long used to higher fuel prices in their
domestic markets,were able to flood the US market with well developed, tested and compliant
vehicles. Needless to say the new range of four cylinder American cars were beset with teething
and performance problems, and as Lutz would have it, the US manufacturers have been on the
back foot ever since. Lutz' view is that pump taxes would have given GM the breathing room to
modify its fleet over a sensible period of time.That complete revision of the product range
unhappily coincided with a period where the Bean Counters were allowed the run of the ranch,
and a catalogue of disasters, all briliiantly recounted by Lutz, ensues. I had to wipe away tears of
laughter on the tube - never a good look - at Lutz description of the GM ash tray that worked at
40 degrees below zero.There are great lessons to be learned in this candid, entertaining book,
and I dare say Mr Lutz would be an excellent raconteur.Car-making, in essence, is a simple, if
difficult business which requires the instinct of product experts - "car guys" - to be successful.
The drive to manage away the idiosyncrasies of these very individuals in the name of
consistency and process misses the stark fact that often times it is precisely that idiosyncrasy
that generates the spark of excellence in the first place.In the final analysis Lutz is grudgingly
respectful even of Toyota: still a privately held business, with excellent processes and systems
but still subject to an imperial will that Lutz found sorely lacking at GM.A hymn to all those at the
peril of management consultants and other well-intentioned parasites, this book is well
recommended.Olly Buxton”

Landy Boy, “Bob Lutz Re-directs the Automotive Dinosaur. At an age when mere mortals would
be happily retired, US automotive legend Bob Lutz accepts the task of managing all of GM's
new product delivery. Unbelievable that a corporate management appraisal system could
encourage otherwise capable people to ignore styling reviews and accept insane new product
targets for carry over components, but that's what was happening. How else could the Pontiac
Aztek have made it into volume production? Only the guys in charge of pick up trucks, large
SUVs and the Corvette appeared to be delivering desireable vehicles, and that was only for the
North American market.This book will be of most interest to those in the car industry, but should
tempt anyone with an interest in large, arrogant, American multi-nationals and a an over reliance
on analysis versus common sense.Not everyone will agree with Bob's views, but he makes
some interesting points. For example, why the media anti-SUV focus when such vehicles are
way more useful than sports cars and GTs? A good SUV will carry as many people as a mini-
van, tow boats or horse boxes and cope with poor roads and bad weather. The sports car owner



will likely enjoy the same purchase cost and fuel consumption but only carry two people, limited
luggage and only beat the SUV up a mountain pass or on an empty Autobahn.”

Mr. Richard C. Cox, “Not only what is wrong with US Business but also everywhere else. Bob
Lutz hits the nail on the head. Business these days is being stifled by too much emphasis on
performance management, inappropriate systems and quack initiatives sold to naive CEO's by
snake oil salesman management consultants. To succeed you need innovation and creative
thinking which has to be counterbalanced by the beancounters watching the pennies don't get
wasted. To quote a Yorkshire business man: In a cricket team you employ the Batsmen to bat,
the Bowlers to bowl and Fielders to field. You don't let the Scorer run the show.”

The book by Sharon Czachor has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 407 people have provided feedback.
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